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INTRODUCTION

Since the southern part of Michigan is intensely farmed,

a problem of cfop rotation and field arrangement in relation

to pheasant management is one of extreme importance. Swears,

1941, states that 55% of the farmers and farmers' sons are

hunting enthusiasts, so the results and findings of this prob-

lem should be welcomed by them. It is through the lack of

knowledge that the farmer today does not have more game to

kill. By bettering the cover and food conditions for this

great game bird, the pheasant, the population of the bird

should be increased. Through the study of the present crop

rotations and field arrangements, it is possible to see the

errors made and make suggestions for improvements, in cor-

relation with farm practices, without cash expense to the

farmer.

The field operations of this problem were started by

fall of 1940, and continued on into May of 1941. The prob-

lem has been under the constant guidance of Professor H. M.

Wight; while Professor S. A. Graham has also been a guiding

influence in the progress of this work. Professor E. C.

O'Roke has also offered his suggestions in carrying on the

work. The farmers of Washtenaw County have been extremely
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helpful to the author, which have helped to make this work

possible. The author is grateful to Miss Muriel Brendenuhl

for her work in the coloring of the maps. The author has

had the aid and use of Professor Wight's and Professor Gra-

hamts bird dogs in doing the bird census.

Agricultural Value of Southern Michigan

Southern Michigan represents an enormous industry in the

value and produce of her farms. Hill, 1939, has divided

Michigan into seventeen farm types, based upon their source

of income. Of these, six are typical of Southern Michigan.

They are: 1) corn and livestock, 2) small grains and live-

stock, 3) southwestern fruit and truck crops, 4) poultry,

dairy and truck crops, 5) dairy and general farming, 6)

dairy and cash crops.

The twenty southern counties comprise some 7,900,000

acres of land, of which 80.4% is in farms. Washtenaw County,

also has 80.4% of its land in farms. Pettet, 1941, states

that an average of 47.1% of its land in farms in the twenty

counties, was considered cropland and harvested in 1940.

Washtenaw County cropped and harvested 47.5% of its farm

land in 1940. The average size was 92.8 acres, while the

average size farma for Washtenaw County was 109.6 acres. The

average percent of tenancy for the twenty counties *as 20.4%

in 1940, while in Washtenaw it was 19%.
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The following crops are grown in Michigan: corn,

oats, timothy, clover, alfalfa, wheat, beans, fruit, po-

tatoes, barley, sugar beets, rye, clover seed, alfalfa seed,

truck crops, and peppermint.

Below are given the major crops of Michigan, for a ten

year period with their values as given by Hill, 1939, page 38.

Percent of Total Annual Value
Crop Acreage Tillable Land Total in Thousands Per Acre

Hay 2,579,600 22 $29,037 11.26

Corn 1,468,000 13 28,420 19.36
Oats 1,351,900 11 13,962 10.33
Wheat 821,500 7 13,379 16.29
Beans 566,100 5 12,857 22.71
Fruit,apples,

cherries,
peaches,
pears, plums,
grapes

Potatoes
Barley
Sugar Beets
Rye
Alfalfa seed
Truck crops
Peppermint

326, 600
279,600
226,100
93,600

159, 200
30, 878

110,640
13.626

3
2
2
1
1
--

13, 399
14,481
2,905
4,662
1,225

435
10,786

776

41.03
51.79
12.85
49.81
7.07

14.08
97.48
56.95

The hay acreage is so high because the upper peninsula

has 50% more hayland than the average for the entire state of

Michigan. Southern Michigan ranges from 44% and down for

their average in haylands. Seventy-five percent of the corn,

oats, barley, wheat acreages are found in Southern Michigan.

Potatoes and fruit are quite generally scattered throughout

the state, with a predominance for fruit growing along the

western shores of Michigan. (Michigan Agricultural Census of

1940, 1941)
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Hill, 1939, page 29, has recorded the average crop

yields for Michigan by type of farming areas as follows:

Average Crop Yields
Pota- Sugar

Area Alfalfa Grain Silage Oats Barley Wheat Rye Beans toes beets
Tons Bu. Tons Bu. Bu. Bu. Bu. Bu Bu. Tons

1 1.76 33.4 7.7 32.2 22.7 21.0 13.3 8.8 87 8.2
2 1.61 26.0 5.9 25.1 18.3 17.9 11.7 7.7 85 ---
3 1.80 23.0 6.3 24.4 17.3 17.8 11.8 8.4 81 ---
4 1.96 25.1 7.3 28.4 19.8 20.1 10.9 9.3 86 6.3
5 1.66 33.1 6.7 32.3 21.7 20.5 13.4 10.2 91 7.1
6 1.50 32.6 7.8 30.7 21.7 18.8 12.9 10.1 95 7.3

Through the previous discussion one can readily see that

Southern Michigan ranks well as an agricultural state.

Crop Rotation and Its Values

Rotation of crops soon established itself in the United

States along with its wave of immigration. It is practised

in varying degrees throughout the United States according to

its definition. Hudelson, 1939, p. 50, defines crop rotation

as a definite succession of crops following one another in a

specific order; the succession is usually repeated at the

end of from three to seven years. Some farmers may not fol-

low a systematic succession of crops, but they keep changing

crops grown in one field.

There are nine reasons for a crop rotation, as given

by Hutcheson, Wolfe and Kipps, 1936, p. 176. They are as

follows:
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"1) control of weeds, insects and diseases; 2) maintenance
of organic matter; 3) nitrogen supply; 4) economy of labor;
5) protection of the soil; 6) alternation of crops; 7) regu-
lates the use of plant nutrients from the soil; 8) systema-
tizes farming; and 9) increases crop yields."

A crop rotation to be essentially a good one should in-

clude the following points as given by Hutcheson, Wolfe,

and Kipps, 1936, p. 179.

"1) The area of each crop should be nearly the same year after
year unless there is a definite reason for changing it; 2)
The rotation should provide roughage and pasture for the ani-
mals kept; 3) The rotation should include one tilled crop for
the elimination of weeds; 4) It is desirable that a rotation
include a sod; 5) The rotation and feeding system should pro-

vide for keeping up the organic matter of the soil; 6) The ro-
tation should provide as large an area of the most profitable
cash crop or crops as can be cared for."

Rotations usually are from three years to seven years,

while some two year rotations are in effect in some states.

The shorter rotations are usually in effect on level heavy

soils, where fertility is very high and carries a small a-

mount of sheet erosions.

Some four and five year rotations as given by Minneman

and Hill, 1934, Michigan State College, A. E. S. Bull. 254,

are as follows:

For Dairy Farms

lst yr. 2nd yr. 3rd yr. 4th yr. 5th yr.
Corn Oats Wheat Mixed hay Pasture
Corn Oats & Bar- Wheat & pas- Alfalfa

ley ture
Silage Wheat, Oats, Special cash Alfalfa
Corn & Barley crop
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For Livestock-fattening and Special Crop Farms

1st yr. 2nd yr. 3rd yr. 4th yr. 5th yr.
Corn Wheat, oats Hay

& barley
Corn Oats or barley Wheat
Corn Corn Oats or barley Hay
Corn Corn Oats or barley Wheat Hay
Corn Oats (seeded Corn Barley Hay

to S.Cl.)

In the case where alfalfa is the hay crdp, it is usually

left from three to four years; while other hay is left from

one to two years.

Since the pheasant is a bird of the agricultural lands,

the crops in turn must furnish in partthe cover and food for

its life equation. Food and cover affect the pheasant popu-

lation, and through proper management of these factors large

populations are possible.

Wight, 1933, has listed eight simple practices to meet

the chief requirements of the pheasant, and they are as fol-

low:

1. Providing adequate cover during each month of the year.

2. Arranging the cover to meet the largest possible number
of requirements.

3. Providing nourishment by the protection of natural food,
and by supplying permanent artificial feeding grounds, in-
cluding food strips and food patches.

4. Providing rearing grounds where pheasants may rest in safety,
rear their young unmolested, and at all times find suitable
shelter from their predatory enemies.
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5. Supplying lines of communication which make a greater
cruising radius safely possible, and at the same time
increase the shooting area.

6. Increase the number of crowing areas in order that max-
imum population may develop.

7. Providing the correct balance between game birds, predators,
farm stock, rodents, insects, and song birds, so as to pro-
tect the interest of the landowner as well as the sports-

men.

8. Provide a means of controlling the three major movements
of pheasants which occur each year.

The pheasant's diet is varied. Dalke, 1933, p. 19,

states that the pheasant is quite omnivorous and feeds on

almost any plant or small animal. He has recorded one hundred

and six plant species and forty-two families eaten by the

pheasant in Southern Michigan. Four of the main families

represented in the pheasant diet are the Gramineae, with

nineteen species, the Rosaceace with ten species, the Legu-

minasae with seven species and the Compositae with six spe-

cies.

According to Dalke, 1934, pp. 25 and 24, cultivated

grains ranked first in the pheasant's diet, range from 36%

to 95% of the total diet by months. The lowest month was

January having a total of 36%, followed close by Yovember

with a total of 41%. The average for the entire year for

cultivated grains was 74% of its entire diet. Wild seeds

rated second with an average by months of 12.3% of its total

diet.
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Dalke, 1934, p. 21, Table V, has further broken down

the pheasantts diet of cultivated grains as follows:

Species % of yearts diet % of Total Grains Eaten
C orn - 345

Wheat 20 27
Barley 8 11
Beans 5 7
Oats 5 6
Buckwheat 3 4

Total 74 0 10070

Ragweed composed 6.3% -of the wild seeds taken by the pheasant.

It is especially abundant in stubble fields.

Cover plays its important role in form of protection.

Good cover provides protection from enemies and places for

nesting. The physiological condition of the pheasant is

disturbed under poor cover. The bird is not at ease and body

functions and processes are not normal. This, in turn, may

effect health and vigor of the bird or even cause conditions

not suitable to nesting.

Cover at different periods of the year is extremely

important, while still more important is dispersal and the

nearness to food. Cover may be good for year round roasting,

but if food is not adjacent, the type is not extensively used.

The marsh type plays an important part in pheasant cover

in Southern Michigan. Wight, 1930, in his pheasant management

studies of Michigan, has shown the marsh type to be the type
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most frequently and constantly used. One and five-tenths per-

cent of the pheasants observed in July was in the marsh cover,

while 64% of the birds observed in February were in the marsh

cover, p. 222. During the months of November, December, Jan-

uary, February, March, and April the marsh covef carried an

average of 47% of the pheasants. While 47% of the birds were

observed in this type, probably 99 to 100% of the birds roosted

in this type.

Grass and herbaceous plant cover is used quite evenly

throughout the year. With the exception of February, when

no birds were observed in this cover, 19.9% of the birds ob-

served for the year were in this cover. The type is used

quite extensively for early nesting.

Hayfields were extremely important during the spring and

summer months. During the months of June and July, 36.7% and

40.7% of the birds respectfully were recorded in this cover

type. Nesting is at its height, then and this indicates its

importance in the life role of the pheasant. The average per-

centage of birds recorded in hayfields for April, May, June,

July, and August was 27%.

Birds were recorded in corn fields for every month ex-

cept May, this is probably due to the fact that the month of

May is the planting time for corn in Southern Michigan. The

percentage ranges high from September on through to March ex-

cept November, which is the harvesting season for corn in
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Southern Michigan. For the months of September, October,

November, December, January, and February the percentages

were as follows, respectfully: 36.7, 30.0, 2.4, 22.6, 11.1,

and 17. For March and April the percents were as follows:

6.3 and 11.1.

Pheasants were only recorded in grainfields during the

month of June, July, August, and September. This is mainly

due to the fact that wheat, oats, barley, and rye do not ob-

tain a growth sufficient to conceal birds properly before

June. Fourteen and one-tenth percent of the birds observed

in July were in grain fields and 16% observed in August

were in grainfields. This was mainly due to large amounts of

waste grain'left lying in the fields that the birds feed on.

The above figures present types where birds were found,

but can only be used to indicate the relative importance to

the pheasant, and becomes of value in this problem when used

to tie into the life history of the bird as the author has at-

tempted.

In summation, the marsh type is the pivot type; used en-

tirely for protective cover and the hayfields, cornfields, and

grainfields mainly serve their purpose in connection with nest-

ing and feeding.
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Field Arrangement and Its Values

In the consideration of arrangement of fields the first

consideration must be that of the kind and amount of live-

stock on the farm. In case of a dairy farm more pasture is

needed; or in case of grain farming pastures can be eliminated.

After the kind and amount of livestock has been considered

the crop rotation will be decided. This, in turn, will bear

upon the soil type and topography.

Hudelson, 1939, gives six good points to follow in

planning the field layout on a farm, and are as follows:

1. The number of crop fields should be the same as the

number of years required for one round of the rotation,

though if physical conditions make this possible two small

fields or several strips across the slope may be kept in the

same crop and treated as one field.

2. Field operations are more economically performed in

fields that are relatively long in comparison to their width.

3. Large fields promote efficiency in the use of labor,

power, and equipment.

4. The crop fields should be as nearly uniform in size

as possible, so that the acreage of each crop may be about

the same each year. This promotes uniformity in the feed

supply and in the seasonal requirements for labor, power, and

equipment.
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5. The fields should be as convenient to the farmstead

as possible, to avoid lost time in going to and from field

work and to make it convenient to move livestock back and

forth when the fields are pastured.

6. Fields are more efficiently handled if they do not

contain radically different soils or slopes.

Fields that are handled as rectangles, when possible,

usually reach the farmstead and also the back end of the

farm.

Farms that are not level and contain erosion should be

handled on the contour plowing basis, so as to eliminate as

much erosion as possible.

The field arrangement on some farms are very good, while

others are the extreme opposite. The arrangement may not be

good in some cases, but due to good brushy fence rows, travel

lanes are created, and the resultant of fair game populations

occur. All natural features on the farms, such as marshes,

kettle-holes, swamps, woods, weeds, and brush patches should

be utilized as axis covers for wildlife in field arrangement.

Where these occur all the fields should be run into or con-

nected so that all cropped areas can be used by wildlife. If

all the fields cannot be run up to the margin of a good marsh,

then good travel lands should be created or encouraged.
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Statement of the Problem

Through recent studies of the pheasant, it is known that

this bird thrives well on areas producing fair acreages of

corn. It thrives extremely well throughout the corn belt of

the middle west of the United States; and also quite well

throughout the farming areas of Pennsylvania, northern and

central Ohio, and the southern part of Michigan w1re more di-

verse farming exists. No actual work has been done previously

to find the effects of crop rotations and field arrangement on

the pheasant. With the farmland of Washtenaw County being

representative of southern Michigan, it is the author's ob-

jective to find the values of rotations upon the pheasant pop-

ulation.

Crop Rotation in Southern Michigan (Washtenaw County)

Method of Study

1. Areas Studied

Twelve sections of land, located in five different town-

ships of Washtenaw County are selected. They were considered

to give an average picture of agricultural and pheasant rela-

tionships. Two of these sections are isolated sections, four

are in two two-section areas, and the remaining six sections

are joined, thus'giving three different sized areas ranging

from six hundred and forty acres to thirty-nine hundred and

thirty-three acres. A total acreage of seventy-nine hundred
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acres 4as been studied in five isolated areas to find the ef-

fects of crop rotations upon the pheasant population. Map

on page / will show location of areas studied in relation to

the county at large.

2. Procedure of data collection.

Base maps, made by students of the W[ildlife Vanagement

Course, were secured from the map department of the School

of Forestry and Conservation of the University of Michigan.

They were in the form of cover maps, based upon Professor H.

M. Wight's classification of cover types. These maps were

then enlarged from three to six inches to the mile, a trac-

ing made from them, leaving off all cover symbols, and base

maps made from these. Five maps were used for each section,

indicating one map for each year, or securing the crops for

1937, 1938, 1939, 1940, and 1941. The 1940 crop, and part of

the 1941 crop was secured while the author checked the base

map while actually working on the area. The remaining years,

1937, 1958, 1939, and 1941 crops were secured from the farmers

by contact. The author believes that he received correct in-

formation in at least 95% of the cases. Only the rest being

doubtful.

3. Assembly of final cover map.

All permanent or axis cover is in dark blue or dark brown.

This cover includes all types of timber, marsh, brush, perma-

nent herbaceous plants and blue grass not pastured. Travel

lanes are also indicated on permanent map.
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CLASSIFICATION OF TYPES BASED ON ORIGIN AND SUCCESSION

H. M. Wight
School of Forestry and Conservation

Origin From Land

4
5
6
7
8
9

Upland Type A

Grasses
Herbaceous plants
Shrubs
Oak-hickory
Oak-hickory-maple
Beech-maple

Sand Dunes W
1 Drifted sand
2 Grasses
3 Herbaceous mixed
4 Shrubs

5 Forest

Origin From Open Water

Lakes B
1 submerged vegetation
2 Floating vegetation
3 Emergent vegetation
4 Reed marsh
5 Sedge marsh
6 Sedge-grass
7 Mixed herbaceous
8 Herbaceous shrub-sedge

E
Stream Flood Plain
1 Mixed herbaceous,
2 Shrubs
3 Willow-poplar
4 Elm-maple-ash
5 Beech-maple

Swp Phase C
1 Shrub
2 Willow-aspen or tamarack
3 Elm-maplesash
4 Beech-maple

Bog Phase D
I Floating vegetation
2 Bog (Spagnum-sedge bog)
3 Emergent vegetation

(on submerged mat)
4 Reed bog
5 Shrub bog (leather-leaf bog)

Seepage Areas S
1 Sedges
2 Mixed herbaceous
3 Shrub
4 Tamarack
5 Elm-maple-ash
6 Beech-maple

6
7
8
9

10
11
12

Bog Phase D
Tamarack-poison sumac
Swamp evergreens-spruce-tamarack
Shrubs
Aspen
Elm-yellow birch-maple
Beech-maple
Grass (cleared and drained)
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Kettle Holes K
0 Open water
1 Greases
2 Herbaceous
3 Shrubs

Fence Rows
Clear or light
Medium.
Heavy

Miscellaneous
Ab andoned a
Cropped c
Evergreen plantings e
Deciduous plantings d
Orchard or
Pasture p
Individual trees x
Open water o

/
S//

Timber Size
4" to-6"(DBH)
7"1 to 10"(DBH)

Etc.

Cropped Lands

Alfalfa
Beans
Barley
Buckwheat
Beets
Corn
Clover

al
b

br
bw
be
cr
cl

Garden gr
Oats o
Potatoes pot
Sweet Clover sw
Timothy t
Wheat w

T imbe r
Scattered
Medium
Heavy

Stocking

///

Underbrush Density

Scattered =
Medium
Heavy =
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All rotated crops appear in contrasting colors. Hay

types are broken down into eight different types. All grain

crops appear independently as all having an individual color.

Present Rotations

1. Types of Rotations

One main rotation was found throughout all the areas.

The six year rotation is very closely followed in ninety per-

cent of the cases. The six year rotations are found in Table

XllII p. 26.

The first rotation is one followed in more than three-

fourths of the cases. Timothy and clover is the usual hay

crop, and at the, end of the third year the clover begins to

drop out of the crop. Where alfalfa is used extensively, it

is usually left for a period of four years. At the end of

that time, the alfalfa stand will usually begin to thin out,

but the author knows of stands that are still good at the end

of six or more years.

Where livestock is a more important factor on the farm

the last rotation is used in many cases. This rotation will

give twice the usual amount of corn, and the fertility can

be maintained on good soils. In a few cases no rotations are

followed, but this is due to soil type or topography.

2. Factors effecting rotations.

Topography and Soil. Usually in cases where the rota-

tion is not followed it is due to soil type or topography.
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On marsh soil of the muck type, corn usually is planted year

after year, because the small grains grow too rank and will

not stand to be cut. After grain goes down it doesn't fill

well.

In some p ortions of sections ten and eleven of Sharon

Township the topography is too steep for binders. In these

cases the small grains are eliminated and alfalfa is seeded

in the corn. This type of land should be retired from cul-

tivation, and will be discussed later.

Location and Nearness to Industrial Centers

The distance a farmer is from a shipping center will also

affect rotations. Trucking becomes greater at longer dis-

tances and many farmers feed their grain into livestock, thus

less trucking. Farmers will tend to raise more livestock,

and more grass crops will be needed for pasture. Within ten

to fifteen mile radius of large industrial centers, farmers

will raise more truck crops for the domestic trade.

Undeterminable Factors

The undeterminable factors are those included under

weather. These factors cannot be cared for in the planning

of a rotation, and when any element affects the crop, the

farmer many times has to alter his rotation. Clover seed may

be sown in a cover crop, and the weather may be too dry, not

allowing the younger clover plants to obtain moisture from

the soil. As a result many plants die. Even after the grain
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crop is harvested, the weather may continue dry or become dry,

and if the young clover is not already gone, it still may not

survive. Then no grass crop is established and the fieid has

to be put back into grass or many times the farmer interupts

it further by planting corn.

Since winter wheat is sown entirely in Southern Michigan,

a severe winter without much snow, or no snow at the proper

time, may result in winter killed wheat. Then the field will

usually be sown to oats, rye, or barley. Many times the clov-

ers may be winter killed and thus interupting the rotation.

Crop Percentages

Discussion of crop percentages are taken from charts

1, 2, 3 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 ,10,11,12, page 29, 3

31, 32, 33, 34 , 35 , 36 , 37, 3$ and 40 . The crops were taken

for a period of five years, namely 1937, 1938, 1939, 1940, and

1941. First a base map was palimitered to obtain acreages of

each field. The crop maps were colored to show the relation

of one crop to another. The crops were then added for each

year by sections, and percentages calculated. Tables are found

on pp. I

The cover was divided into two classes: namely, rotated

and non-rotated cover. Part of the non-rotated cover will be

known from now on as a pivot cover. The non-rotation cover

includes marsh, timber, blue grass, brush, farmyard, orchard

and gravel pit. In the cases of pivot cover, it will eliminate

gravel pits, orchards, farmyards, pastured blue-grass and tim-

ber without sufficient underbrush.



CROP AND/OR COVER TYPE ACREJAGES AND) PERCENTAGES FOR SECTION 24i, AN~N ARBOR TOWNSHIP,
1957, 1958, 1959, 19110, AND 191

1937__ 1958 1959 19110 19111 Ave

Cover Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent
IAcres of Land. Acres of Land. Acres of Land. Acres of Landj Acres of Land. Acres

____________j___ Area ____ Area ____ Area ____Area ____Area ___

Rotated. Cover

Corn 15.5 2.4 4311.6 6.8 18.9 7.6 67.6 10.5 59.7 6.2 43..1
Oats 89.5 141.0 20.8 .2 29.5 1.6 241.2 5.8 65.1 9.8 115.11
Wheat 27.0 4.2 6.0 0.9 4.9 0.8 49.1 7.7 21.41. 3.5 21.7

Barley----- 7.8 1.2 6.5 1.0 ---- 2.8
Rye
Timothy and. Clover 51.5 5.14 16.5 2.5 16.11 2.6 9.5 1.5 12.9 2.0 17.9
Alfalfa 89.0 15.9 111.2 17.9 88.6 15.8 79.5 12.11 85.6 15.11 91.5
Timothy 55.11 5.2 85.41 15.5 79.1 12.11 51.11 8.0o 16.0 7.2 59.1

Clover 28.2 1.11 10.2 1.6 5.9 0.6 6.6 1.0o 54.6 8.6 20.7
Timothy and. Alfalfa --- 11.2 2.2 11.7 1.8 21.7 5.4141.2 2.2 12.5

Clover and. Alfalfa
Sweet Clover -- 6.2 1.0 15.7 2.11 --- 1.11
Sudan Grass 6.2 1.0 1.2

Soybeans
Garden 2.5 0.11 1.7 0.5 1.7 0.5 1.7 0.5 0.8 0.1 1.7
A5 Herbaceous (Abandoned.) 8.5 1.5 8.5 1.5 12.11 1.9 4.o 0.6 1.0 0.6 7.11
Sorghum

Non-Rotated. Cover

Marsh 70.8 11.0 70.8 11.0 70.8 11.1 70.8 11.0 70.8 11.1 70.8

Timber (Non-Cover) 11.6 6.5 41.6 6.5 11.6 6.5 11.6 6.5 11.6 6.5 11.6
Timber (Cover) 56.2 8.8 56.2 8.8 56.2 8.8 56.2 8.8 56.2 8.8 56.2
A11 (Grass) 75.5 11.5 71.5 11.7 80.6 12.6 75.6 11.5 58.9 9.2 72.2
Brush 53.7 8.11 53.7 8.11 53.7 8.11 55.7 8.11 53.7 8.11 53.7
Farm Yard. 11.5 1.8 11.5 1.8 11.5 1.8 11.5 1.8 11.5 1.8 11.5
Orchard. 5.0 0.8 5.0 0.8 5.0 0.8 5.0 0.8 5.0 0.8 5.0
Gravel Pit

Total .641o.o 100.0 610.0 100.0 610.0 100.0 640.0 100.0 641.o 100.0 64o.o

rage

Percenti of Land
jArea

6.7
7.0

3.41
0.11

2.8

9.5
5.2
19

0.7
0.2

0.5
1.2

11.*0

8.8
11.5
8.4i
1.8
0.8

100.0



CXRAP ANDiT/OR COVKR TYPE ACREAGES AND PERCENTAGES FOR SECT2LION 10, L~ODI TOWNSHIP,
1957, 1958, 1959, 1940, ANlD 1941

1957 1938 J 1959 1940 1941 Ave
CoverI Percent Percentl Percent IPercent Percent

Acres of Land. Acres of Landj Acres of Land. Acres lof Land. Acres of Land. Acres
____________j___ Area ____ Area jArea ____ Area ____IArea ___

Rotated. Cover

Corn 82.6 12.9 119.5 18.6 79.6 12.4 95.0 14.9 75.5 11.5 90.0
Oats 54.4 5.4 55.2 8.6 92.9 14.5 98.7 15.5 54.7 8.6 67.2
Wheat 58.0 5.9 47.6 7.4 70.5 11.0 44.6 7.0 55.5 5.5 47.2
Barley -- ---- ---- 19.8 5.1 7.6 1.2 5.5
Rye----- ---- 18.4 2.9 4.1 0.6 4.5
Timothy and. Clover 121.1 19.0 79.4 12.4 61.9 9.7 55.8 5.6 51.2 8.0 69.9
Alfalfa 19.5 5.0 17.2 2.7 17.2 2.7 7.9 1.5 64.1 10.0 25.1
Timothy 50.2 4+.7 24.4 5.8 56.1 5.6 38.4 6.0 5.5 0.9 26.9
Clover 2.4 5.6 14+.0 2.2 14.0 2.2 19.4 5.0 59.8 9.5 26.1
Timothy and. Alfalfa 24.5 5.8 29.9 4.7 15.0 2.53 11.7 1.8 11.7 1.8 18.6
Glover and. Alfalfa -- ---- 6.6 1.0 22.6 .5 5.8
Sweet Clover
Sudan Grass 15.4 2.4 .1
Soybeans---- ---- ---- 9.7 1.5 1.9
Garden
A5 Herbaceous (Abandoned) 15.4 2.4 5.0 0.8 5.0 0.8 4.1 0.6 --- 5.9
Sorghum

Non-Rotated. Cover

Marsh 8.2 1.5 8.2 1.5 8.2 1.5 8.2 1.5 8.2 1.5 8.2
Timber (Non-Cover) 78.7 12.5 78.7 12.5 78.7 12.5 78.7 12.5 78.7 12.5 78.7
Timber (Cover) 27.9 4.4 27.9 4.4 27.9 4.4 27.9 4.4 27.9 4.4 27.9
A4 (Grass) 79,5 12.4 76.0 11.9 76.0 11.9 67.9 10.4+ 55.0 8.5 70.5
Brush 24.0 5.7 24.0 5.7 24.0 5.7 24+.0 5.7 24.0 5.7 24.0
Farm Yard. 14.5 2.5 14.5 . 2.5 14.5 2.5 14.5 2.5 14.5 2.5 14.5
Orchard. 18.5 2.9 18.5 2.9 18.5 2.9 18.5 2.9 18.5 2.9 18.5
Gravel Pit

Total 640.0 100.0 640 .0o 100. 0 64o.o 100. 0 640.0o 100.0 640.0o 100.0 640.0o

rage

Percent
of Land
Area

14.0
10.5
7.4
0.9
0.7

10.9

5.9
4.92
4.1
2.9

0,9

0.5

0.5

0.9

1.5
12.5
4.4

11,*00

5.7
2.5

2.9

100.0



CROP IMND/OR COVER TYPE ACREAGES AND PERCENTAGES FOR SECTION 15, PITTSFIELD TOWNSHIP,
1957, 1958, 1959, 19110 AND 1911

1957 1958 1959 19110 19111 A

Cover1 Percent Percent IPercent Percentl Percent
Acres of Land. Acres of Land. Acres of Land. Acres of Land. Acres of Land. Acr

_________________ Area ____ Area ____ Area I____Area ___jArea __

Rotated. Cover

Corn 36.44o 5.7 108.60 a~.a 151.60 21.2 92.70 111.4 125.9 19.7 105.

Oats 77.20 12.1 36.110 5.7 89.10 15.9 1111.110 17.9 97.1 15.2 82.
Wheat - 159.10 21.7 82.60 12.9 18.90 .0 70.10 10.9 68.9 10.8 75.
Barley 11.20 1.8 --- 15.50 2.11 1.90 0.8 --- 6.
Rye-- --- --- --- --- -

Timothy and. Clover 90.90 11.2 96.50 15.0 75.70 11.5 52.70 5.1 55.11 8.7 69.
Alfalfa 29.50 1.6 54.90 8.6 12.00 6.6 158.80 9.2 85.9 15.1 55.
Timothy 19.70 5.1 6.110 1.0 6.110 1.0 6.110 1.0 ----- 7.
Clover 11.20 1.8 21.20 5.5 6.10 1.0 11-- 7.5 7.11 25.

Timothy and. Alfalfa - 28.20 1.11 15.00 7.0 45.00 7.0 20.8 5.2 27.
Clover and. Alfalfa 22.50 5.5 17.50 7.1 1 ~.4o 1.9--- 20.
Sweet Clover--- 14.90 2.5 0.50 0.1 ------ 1.

Sudan Grass---- --- 6.00 0.9 51.50 1.9 --- 1.:

Soybeans 57.80 5.9 --- 11.20 1.7 12.50 2.0 5.11 1.5 141

Garden 1.10 0.2 --- 2.10 0.5 6.20 1.0 1.10 0.2 2.:

A5 herbaceous (Abandoned.) 25.50 5.6 10.90 1.7 6.50 1.0 9.00 1.41 ---- 9..
Sorghum

Non-Rotated. Cover

Marsh 11.80 1.8 11.80 1.8 11.80 1.8 11.80 1.8 11.80 1.8 11.E

Timber (Non-Cover) 7.00 1.1 7.00 1.1 7.00 1.1 7.00 1.1 7.00 1.1 7.1
Timber (Cover) 59.90 9.11 59.90 9.5 59.90 9.5 59.90 9.5 59.90 9.11 59.
A11 (Grass) 16.9 2.6 8.70 1.11 7.60 1.2 52.60 5.1 7.5 1.2 111.

Brush 16.50 2.5 16.50 2.5 16.50 2.5 16.50 2.5 16.50 2.5 16.;

Farm Yard. 11.10 1.7 11.10 1.7 11.10 1.7 11.10 1.7 11.10 1.7 l1.:

Orchard. 6.50 1.0 6.50 1.0 6.50 1.0 6.50 1.0 6.30 1.0 6.;

Gravel Pit 11.00 1.7 11.00 1.7 11.00 1.7 11.00 1.7 11.00 1.7 11.1

Total 640i-.o0 100.0 161.oo 100.0 6o.o loo10.0 611.00 100.0 611.oo 100.0 610.(

.verage
Percent

es of Land.
Area

7 16.2
8 15.0
9 11.9
5 1.0

8 10.9
8 8.11
8 1.2
5 5.7
8 4,93
2 5.2
2 0.2
2 0.2

0 2.2

1 0.5
9 1.5

8 1.8
0 1.1

90 9.11
7 2.5
5 2.5
1 1.7
5 1.0
0 1.7

00 100.,0



CR~OP AND/OR COVER TYPE A(CRFEAGES ANDJ1)PERCENITAGES FOR SECTION 22, PITTSFEI TOWNSHIP,
1937, 1958,, 1959, 1940, AND 1941

1957 1938 1959 1940 19111 Ave

Cover Percent Percent IPercent Percent 1Percent
Acres of La.nd. Acres of Land. Acres of Land, Acres of Land. Acres, of Land. Acres

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ Area _ _-Area IArea] IArea _ __ Area _ _

Rotated. Cover

Corn 90.50 14.1 86.30 15.5 107.40 16.8 70.60 11.0 60.00 9.4 82.9c
Oats 29.60 4.6 65.20 10.2 85.40 15.0 88.10 15.8 71.40 11.2 67.6c
Wheat 45.70 6.8 5.00 0.5 26.40 4.1 84.50 15.2 58.20 9.1 43.2C
Barley- 19.40 5.0- 8.8 1.4 --- 5.60
Rye-- --- --- --- --- -

Timothy and. Clover 68.60 10.7 55.50 8.4 28,8 4.5 8.5 1.5 47.10 7.4 41.30
Alfalfa 18.90 5.0 20.80 5.2 20.8 5.5 9.9 1.6 18.70 2.8 17.8C
Timothy 55.50 8.4 21.80 5.4 21.8 3.6 5.6 0.9 11.20 1.7 22.8C
Clover 54.50 5.4 21.10 5.5 24.1 5.8 16.8 2.6 60.10 9.4 31.3C
Timothy and. Alfalfa
Clover and. Alfalfa 5-- -- -- -- 7.60 5.9 7.5C
Sweet Clover
Sudan Grass--------- 11.0 1.7 --- 2.20
Soybeans 22.40 5.5 58.60 6.0 16.2 2.6 16.2 2.5 --- 18.70
Garden 5.50 0.5 5.50 0,5 5.5 0.5 5.5 0.5 5.50 0.5 5.70

AHerbaceous(Aadn ) 6.4+0 1.0 12.60 2.0 16.1 2.5 29.2 4.6 14.50 2.2 15.70
Sorghum

Non-Rotated. Cover

Marsh 27.40 4.3 27.40 4.5 27.4 4.5 27.4 4.5 27.40 4.5 27.40
Timber (Non-Cover) 26.10 4.1 26.10 4.1 26.1 4.1 26.1 4.1 26.1 4.1 26.1
Timber (Cover) 99.70 15.6 99.70 15.6 99.7 15.6 99.7 15.6 99.70 15.6 99.70
A4 (Grass) 67.80 10.6 94.70 14.8 88.7 15.9 86.5 15.5 57.10 9.0 79.00
Brush 26.40 4.1 26.40 4.1 26.4 4.1 26.4 4.1 26.40 4.1 26.40
Farm Yard. 19.20 5.0 17.90 2.8 19.2 5.0 19.2 5.0 19.20 5.0 18.90
Orchard. 2.20 0.5 2.20 0.5 2.2 0.5 2.2 0.5 2.20 0.5 2.20
Gravel Pit

Total 64o.oo 100.0 64o .oo0 100. 0 64o .oo 100.0 640.00 100.0 640o. 00 100.0 640.00

:rage
Percent

3of Land.

.Area

15.0

10.6

6.7
0.9

6.4
2.8

3.6
4.9

1.2

> 0.5
2.9

0.5
> 2.5

4.5
4.1

15.6
12.5
4.1
5.0
0.5

100.0



CROP ANiD/OR COVER TYPE ACREAGES AND PERCENTAGES iFOR SECTION 28, solo TOWNSHIP,
1957, 1958, 1959, 1940, nI D1911

1957 1958 1959 1940 19141 Ave

Cover Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent
Acres of Land: Acres of Land. Acres of Land Acres of Land. Acres of Land. Acre,-

___________ ____ Area ______ Area -___ Area Iu__ rea ____ Area ___

Rotated. Cover

Corn 72.2 11.5 87.5 15.7 77.40 12.1 92.80 14.5 84.5 15.2 82.9

Oats 22.2 5.5 68.2 10.7 60.80 9.5 61.40 9.6 74.7 11.7 57.4
Wheat 85.2 15.0 22.2 5.5 45.40 7.1 58.00 9.1 43.6 6.8 50.5

Barley ----- ---- ----- -- -- -

Rye ---- ----------

Timothy and. Clover 162.7 25.4 122.4 19.1 118.4o 18.5 54.70 8.5 89.0 15.9 109.4

Alfalfa -- ---- 11.50 1.8 17.0 2.7 11.5 1.8 7.9

Timothy ---- 15.5 2.1 16.50 2.6 20.00 5.1 ---- 10.0

Clover ---- 55.5 5.2 17.50 2.7 42.90 6.7 55.6 8.4 29.5

Timothy and. Alfalfa
Clover and. Alfalfa ---- 5.7 0.9 5.7 0.9 --- 4.0 0.6 5.1

Sweet Clover 4.8 0.7 -- -- -- ---- 1.0

Sudan Grass------ ----- - -- -

Soybeans ---- ---- 6.0 0.9 ---- 1.2

Garden
A5 Herbaceous (Abandoned.) ------ -- -- - -- - - --

Sorghum

Non-Rotated. Cover

Marsh 110.6 17.5 110.6 17.5 110.6 73 7 110.6 i_1750 110.6 17.5 110.6

Timber (Non-Cover) 44.9 7.0 44.9 7.0 44.90 7.0 44.90 7.0 44.90 7.0 44.9C

Timber (Cover) 88.5 15.8 88.5 15.8 88.50 15.8 88.50 15.8 88.50 15.8 88.5C
A4 (Grass) 38.8 6.1 50.9 4.8 50.90 4.8 51.10 4.9 2.2 5.6 51.0

Brush 0.8 0.1 0.8 0.1 0.80 0.1 0.80 0.1 0.8 0.1 0.80

Farm Yard. 6.2 1.0 6.2 1.0 6.2 1.0 6.2 1.0 6.2 1.0 6.2

Orchard. 5.1 0.8 5::1 0.8 5.1 0.8 5.1 0.8 5.1 0.8 5.1

Gravel Pit

Total 64.0 100.0 64.0 100.0 164.0 100.0 640.0 100.0 640.0 100.0 64.0

~rage
[Percent

3 of Land.

Area

12.9

9.0

7.9

17.1
1.2

4.6

0.5
0.2

0.2

17.5
7.0

15.8

4.8
0.1
1.0
0.8

100.0



CROP AND/OR COVER TYPE ACREAGES AN) PERCENTAGES FOR SECTION 55, SCIO TOWNSHIP,
1957, 1958, 1959, 1940, AND 1911

1957 1958 1959 1940 1941 Ave

Cover Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent~
Acres of Land. Acres of Land. Acres of Land. Acres of Land. Acres of Land. Acres

____ Area _____Area ____ Area ___ _Area ____ Areaj

Rotated. Cover

Corn 88.80 15.9 89.50 14.0 55.90 8.4 91.00 14.2 102.20 16.0 85.10

Oats 64.8 10.1 58.20 6.0 63.30 8.4 55.70 5.5 59.40 9.5 49.90
Wheat 77.5 12.1 42.60 6.7 44.10 6.9 59.40 9.5 51.50 8.0 54.90

Barley -- ------ 25.00 5.6 7.50 1.1 6.00
Rye ------ --- --- -- - -

Timothy and. Clover 99.8 15.6 107.10 16.7 69.70 10.9 46.60 7.5 72.70 11.4 79.20
Alfalfa 13.4 2.1 17.70 2.8 3i.60 4.9 21.40 5.5 58.20 6.0 24.50

Timothy 19.6 5.1 48.30 7.5 75.50 11.5 55.70 8.5 25.40 5.7 43.6o
Clover 8.2 1.5 34.o0 5.3 54.00 5.3 48.90 7.6 54.60 5.4 51.90

Timothy and. Alfalfa
Clover and. Alfalfa
Sweet Clover
Sudan Grass---
Soybeans 5-- .90 0.6 5.90 0.6 5.90 0.6 5.90 0.6 5.10
Garden -- 1.5 0.2 1.50 0.2 4.4 0.7 --- 1.50
A5 ierbaceous (Abandoned.) 0.7 0.1 0.7 0.1 0.70 0.1 0.7 0.1 0.70 0.1 0.70
Sorghum

Non-Rotated. Cover

Marsh 125.5 19.5 112.4 17.6 112.40 17.6 102.20 16.0 102.20 16.0 110.50
Timber (Non-Cover) 66.8 10.4 66.8 10.4 66.8o 10.4 66.8 10.4 66.80 10.4 66.80
Timber (Cover) 22.5 5.5 22.5 5.5 22.50 5.5 22.5 5.5 22.50 5.5 22.50
A4 (Grass) 50.5 4.7 50.50 4.7 47.60 7.4 57.80 5.9 50.5 4.7 355.50
Brush 15.3 2.4 15.5 2.4 15.50 2.4 15.5 2.4 15.50 2.4 15.50
Farm Yard. 4.8 0.7 4.8 0.8 4.80 0.8 4.8 0.8 4.80 0.7 4.80
Orchard. 4.6 0.7 4.6 0.7 4.6o 0.7 4.6 0.7 4.60 0.7 4.60
Gravel Pit

Total 640.0 100.0 1640.0 100.0 64o.o 100.0 1640.0_ 100.0 640.00 100.0_1640.00

.rage
Percent
iof Land

Area

15.5
7.8
8.6
0.9

12.4

6.8
5.0

0.5
0.2
0.1

17.5
10.4
5.5

2.4
0.7
0.7

100.0



CROP AN\D/OR COVKR TYPE ACREAGES ANTD PERCENTAGES FOR SECTION 1, SHARON TOWNSHIP,

1957 1938 1959 1910 J 19111 Ave

Cover1 Percent Percent Percent Percentl Percent
Acres jof Land. Acres 1ofLand. Acres of~ Land. AcresofLn Acres of Lan1d Acres

Rotated. Cover

Corn 108.5 17.0 81.80 15.2 1011.2 16.5 97.5 15.2 150.2 20.5 105.0

Oats 19.6 7.8 50.50 7.9 61.8 10.1 60.2 9.11 57.8 5.9 52.6

Wheat 11.0 6.11 11.00 6.11 65.6 10.2 18.2 7.5 56.11 5.7 16.11
Barley----- 20.5 5.2 29.8 1.7 20.5 3.2 11.2

Timothy and. Clover 61.8 10.1 97.00 15.2 51.5 8.6 27.0 1.2 22.0 5.5 55.1

Alfalfa 58.7 6.0 61.70 10.1 29.5 .06 59.0 6.1 72.5 11.53 18.9
Timothy 58.7 6.0 8.50 1.5 -- 21.5 5.5 15.0 2.5 16.7

Clover 8.0 1.5 16.50 2.5 8.0 1.2 21.1 5.8 41.3 6.5 19.5

Timothy and. Alfalfa----- 11.0 1.7 11.0 1.7 11.0 1.7 6.6
Clover and. Alfalfa
Sweet Clover

Sudan Grass
Soybeans
Garden -- 1.0 0.2 0.7 0.1 1.7 0.5 1.7 0.5 1.0

A5 Herbaceous (Abandoned.' 0.6 0.1 0.6 0.1 0.6 0.1 0.6 0.1 0.6 0.1 0.6

Sorghum------------ 7.0 1.1 1.11

Thistle 5.0 0.8 5.0 0.8 5.0 0.8 5.0 .8 ---- 1.0

Non-Rotated. Cover

Marsh 107.1 16.7 106.1 16.6 97.6 15.5 96.6 15.1 95.5 11.6 100.2
Timber (Non-Cover) 71.9 11.7 71.9 11.7 71.9 11.7 71.9 11.7 71.9 11.7 71.9
Timber (Cover) 15.5 2.1, 15.5 2.1 15.5 2.1 15.5 2.1 15.5 2.1 15.5

Brush

Farm Yard. 11.5 1.8 11.5 1.8 11.5 1.8 11.5 1.8 11.5 1.8 11.5
Orchard. 7.2 1.1 7.2 1.1 7.2 1.1 7.2 1.1 7.2 1.1 7.2
Gravel Pit

Total 1611.0 10.0o 611. 0 100.0 61o.0o1100.0 610.00 100.0 64o .o 100.0 610.0

:rage
Yerce3.tIof Land.

Area

16.11
8.2

7.5
2.2

0.2

7.7
2.6

5.0
1.0

0.2
0.1
0.2
0.6

15.7
11.7

2.1
9.6

1.8
1.1

100.0



CROP AND/OR COVKR TYPE ACREAGES AND) PERCENTAGES FOR SECTION 2, SHARON- TOWNSHIP,

1957, 1958, 1959, 1940, and. 1941

1957 1938 1959 1940 1941 Aver
Cover Percent Percent Percent Percent PercentT

Acrs o Lad Aresof andAcrs o Lad Aresof Land. Acres of Land. Acres
Acres a Ard.acrsofA.rcrsof~.a crs Area ____IArea ____

Rotated. Cover

Corn 42.6 6.7 94.90 15.80 95.90 15.0 92.90 14.5 72.90 ii.4 79.8
Oats 85.4 15.4 120.80 18.9 58.50 9.1 86.20 15.5 71.70 11.2 84.5
Wheat 58.1 9.1 58.60 6.0 42.80 6.7 22.00 .4 59.70 9.3 44.2
Barley 26.5 4.1 4.8 0.8 --- 15.10 2.0 9.2 1.5 10.7
Rye -- -- -- 9.20 1.4 --- 1.8
Timothy and. Clover 95.2 14.6 68.40 10.7 57.70 11.8 66.50 10.4 52.4 5.0 67.5
Alfalfa 82.5 12.9 55.50 8.6 97.50 15.2 72.20 11.5 86.6 15.5 78.8
Timothy 5.4 0.8 12.80 2.0 16.70 2.6 15.60 2.1 11.1 1.7 11.9
Clover 2.5 o.4 --- 10.70 1.7 56.50 8.8 81.4 12.8 50.2
Timothy and. Alfalfa
Clover and. Alfalfa -- -- 10.80 1.7 10.80 1.7 ---- 43
Sweet Clover

Sudan Grass
Soybeans ------------- 11.0, 1.7 2.2
Garden 6.0 0.9 6.00 0.9 6.00 0.9 6.00 0.9 7.40 1.2 6.5
A5 Herbaceous (Abandoned)
Sorghum

Non-Rotated. Cover

Marsh 100.7 15.7 104.10 16.5 94.60 14.8 75.90 11.5 68.4o 10.7 88.3o
Timber (Non-Cover) 29.20 4.6 29.20 4.6 29.20 4.6 29.20 4.6 29.20 4.6 29.20
Timber (Cover) 24.80 5.9 24.80 5.9 24.80 5.9 24.80 .9 24.80 .9 24.80
Al. (Grass) 59.0 9.2 55.60 8.7 52.60 8.2 38.40 6.0 49.50 7.7 51.0
Brush 0.7 0.1 0.70 0.1 0.70 0.1 0,70 0.1 0.70 0.1 0.70

Farm Yard. 20.60 5.2 20 60 5.2 20.60 5.2 20.60 5.2 20.60 5.2 20.60
Orchard. 2.0 0.5 2.00 0.5 2.00 0.5 2.00 0.5 2.00 0.5 2.0
Gravel Pit 1.40 0.2 1.40 0.2 1.40 0.2 1.40 0.2 1.40 0.2 1.40

Total 64o.oo 100.0 640.00 100.0 1640.oo 100.0 1640.001 100.0 640.00 100.0 640.0

*age

Percent
of Land

.Area

12.5
15.2

6.9
1.7
0.5

10.2
12.4

1.9
4.7

0.7

0.4
1.0

15.8

4.6
5.9
8.0

0.1

0.5

0.2

100.0



CROP AN~D/OR COVER TYPE ACRFAGES ANDf)PERCENTAGES FOR SECTION 5, SHARON TOW1'NSHIP,

1957, 1958, 1959, 19140, AM) 191

195 7 1958 1959 19110 191.1Av__

Cover j Percent iPercent IPercent iPercent Percent
Arsof Land. Acres of Land. Acres of Land., Acres of Land. Acres Of Land. Acres

__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Area __J Area. __IArea -- Area Area
Rotated. Cover

Corn 80.00 12.5 70.20 10.9 65.50 9.9 77.110 12.1 27.41. 4.5 65.7c
Oats 54.50 8.5 61.80 9.6 71.50 11.2 46.90 7.5 69.90 10.9 60.9C

Wheat 419.80 7.8 55.1 0 8.53 11..50 6.8 57.50 8.9 55.50 5: 5 47.90
Barley
Rye
Timothy and. Clover 62.90 9.8 64.70 10.1 55.10 5.5 52.50 5.0 51.50 8.0 49.30
Alfalfa 20.40 5.2 4.70 0.7 44.oo 6.8 36.30 5.7 55.90 8.4 31.9C
Timothy 24.80 5.9 22.40 5.5 56.80 5.7 --- 4.50 0.7 17.7C

Clover 11.70 1.8 11.10 1.7 --- 18.90 5.0 44.50 7.0 17.20

Timothy and. Alfalfa--- 15.10 2.4 6.20 1.0 6.20 1.0 --- 5.50

Clover and. Alfalfa
Sweet Clover
Sudan Grass

Soybeans--------- 16.40 2.5 7.50 1.1 4.7C
Carden 6.20 0.9 6.20 0.9 6.20 0.9 9.20 1.4 6.20 0.9 6.80

A5 Herbaceous (Abandoned.)------ 0.60 0.1 --- 0.60 0.1 0.2
Sorghum

Non-Rotated. Cover

Marsh 140.40 21.9 140.40 21.9 140.40 21.9 140.40 21.9 140.40 21.9 140.40
Timber (Non-Cover) 59.80 6.2 59.80 6.2 539.80 6.2 59.80 6.2 59.80 6.2 59.80
Timber (C over) 95.40 14.9 95.40 14.9 95.40 14.9 95.40 14.9 95.40 14.9 95.40
A4~ (Grass) 30.40 4.7 51.40 4.9 55.50 5.2 59.80 6.2? 59.80 6.2 54.90
Brush 5.10 0.8 5.10 0.8 5.10 0.8 5.10 0.8 5.10 0.8 5.10

Farmn Yard. 12.20 1.9 12.20 1.9 12.20 1.9 12.20 1.9 12.20 1.9 12.20
Orchard. 8.00 1.2 8.00 1.5 8.00 1.2 8.00 1.2 8.00 1.2 8.00
Gravel Pit

Total 641.60J 100.0 [641.60 100.0o 641.60 100.0 164i.6o 100.0o 641.60 100.0o 64i.6o

rerage
Per cent5of Land

Area

10.0
9.5

} 7.5

7.7
> 5.0

2.5

2.4
0.9

0.8
/ 1.1

0.1

21.9

6.2
14.9

5.5
0. 8
1.9
1.5

100.0



CIROP AND/OR TYPE ACREAGES ANDi1)PERCENTAGES FOR S19CTION 10, SHARON TOWNSHIP,
1937, 1938, 1959, 1940 AND 19141

1937 1938 1959 1940 1 41 Ave
Cover Percent Percent Percent PercentJ Percent

Acres of Land. Acres of Land. Acres of Land.Acrs ofLan Acres of Land. Acres
____________ ___ Area ____ Area ____ Area ____ Area ___IArea ___

Rotated. Cover

Corn 18.4 2.9 --- 6.30 1.0 57.80 9.0 28.10 4.4 22.1

Oats 5.5 0.5 --- 14.70 2.5 2.60 0.4 50.10 7.9 14.2

Wheat -- 17.5 2.8 14.40 2.5 26.50 4.2 8.50 1.5 15.4

Barley
Rye
Timothy and. Clover 5.8 0.9 5.80 0.9 5.80 0.9 5-- -- .5
Alfalfa 39.5 6.2 4P'80,' 6.7 4M08 6.7 24.70 5.9 29.70 4.7 35.9

Timothy 6.9 1.1 ------------ 1.2

Clover - ---- - -- - ---- -- -

Timothy and. Alfalfa
Clover and. Alfalfa 17.5 2.8 12.10 1.9 17.50 2.8 6.00 1.0 12.1 1.9 13.1

Sweet Clover
Sudan Crass
Soybeans - ---- - -- - ---- -- -

Garden ------------- 0.80 0.1 0.2
A5 Herbaceous (Abandoned.) 50.5 4.8 50.50 4.8 16.10 2.6 7.50 1.2 7.5 1.2 18.4

Sorghum

Non-Rotated. Cover

rage
Percent

5of Land
A rea

5.5
2.2
2.1

0.5
5.6
0.2

2.1

0.1
2.9

Marsh
Timber (Non-Cover)
Timber (Cover)
Ate (Grass)
Brush
Farm Yard
Orchard.
Gravel Pit

Total

4+5.20
82.00
68.80

277,.4o
30.1
10. 40
2.6o

7.1
12. 8
10.8

45.4
4.7
1.6
o.4

-5. 20
82.00
68.80

290.60
50.10

10.40
2.60

7.1
12.8
10.8

45.5
4.7
1.6
0.4

45. 20
82. 00

68. 80
'281.70
50.10
10.40
2.60

7.1
12.8

10.8
44.o7

1.6
0.4

45.20
82.00
68.80

2 74.,20
50.10
10.,40
2.60

7.1
12 *8

10.8
4+2.9
4.97
1.6
0. 4

4+5.20
82.00
68.80

265.50
50.10

9.60
2.60

7.1
12.8
10.8
4+1.2
4.7
1.5
0.4

4-5.2
82.0
68.8

277.5
50.1

10.2
2.6

7.1
12.8
10.8

43. 4
4. 7
1.6
0.04

I + I r a -I -a4a4- + +

65.4 100.*0 638. 4o100.0 1j638.4o 100.0 J638.40 100.0 638. 40 100.0 f638.4o 100.0
____________ £ _____________ L L _____________ .L



CROPS AND/OR COVER TYPE ACREAGES AN~1D PERCENTAGES FOR SECTION 11, SHARON TOWNSHIP,

1957, 1938, 1959, 1940, AN 1941

1937 1938 1959 1940 1941 Ave

Cover1 Percent Percent Percent IPercent Percent
Acres of Land. Acres of Land. Acres of Land. Acres of Land. Acres of Land. Acre,-

________________IArea ____ Area ____ Area ___jArea ____ Area ____

Rotated. Cover

Corn 72.90 11.4 57.50 5.9 40.50 6.4 54.80 8.6 66.80 10.5 '5.

Oats 38.10 6.0 41.3o 6.5 54.90 8.6 22.00 5.5 22.10 5.5 55.7
Wheat 17.50 2.7 16.70 2.6 26.50 4.1 20.00 5.1 20.00 5.1 20.1

Barley
Rye

Timothy and. Clover 30.60 4.8 44.10 6.9 7.50c 1.1 12.90 2.0 15.00 2.4+ 22.0
Alfalfa 55.40 8.7 57.50 8.9 78.80 12.35154.10 8.6 61.20 9.6 61.4
Timothy 1+.30 0.7 26.00 4.1i 1+.3o 1.1 7.50 1.1 7.50 1.1 9.8
Clover 7.50 1.1 9.80 1.5 5-- 2.60 5.1 33.40 5.2 16.6

Timothy and. Alfalfa 5-- -- .10 0.5 5-- .10 0.5 1.2
Clover and. Alfalfa
Sweet Clover 10.80 1.7 10.80 1.7 10.80 1.7 10.80 1.7 6.00 0.9 9.9
Sudan Grass --------- 12.1+0 1.9 --- 2.5
Soybeans --- -- .4o 0.8 .4+.70 0.7 --- 2.0
Garden 0.50 0.1 0.50 0.1 .50 0.1l 0.50 0.1 --- 0.4
A5 Herbaceous (Abandoned.) 1.50 0.2 1.50 0.2 --- 1.50 0.2 --- 0.8
Sorghum

Non-Rotated. Cover

Marsh 76.50 11.9 76.50 11.9 76.50 11.9 76.50 11.9 75.10 11.7 76.20
Timber (Non-Cover) 88.50 15.8 88.50 15.8 88.50 15.8 88.50 15.8 88.50 15.8 88.30
Timber (Cover) 58.70 6.0 58.70 6.0 58.70 6.0 58.70 6.0 58.70 6.0 58.7C
A4 (Grass) 147.70 25.0 14+0.90 22.0 154+.10 24.1 152.80 25.8 152.70 25.8 149.6
Brush 59.50 6.2 59.50 6.2 59.50 6.2 59.50 6.2 59.50 6.2 39.5C

Farm Yard.8.40 1-3, 8.40 1.5 8.40o 1.5 8.40 1.5 8.40 1.5 8.4o
Orchard. 2.40 o.4 2.4+0 0.4+ 2.40 0.4 2.4+0 0.4+ 2.4+0 0.4+ 2.4C0

Gravel Pit

Total 640 .00 100.0 64.0.00 100.0 64o.0 loo10.0o 640.00 100o.0o 640.00 100.0 1640.0

;rage
1PercentgIof Land

Area

8.5
5.6
5.1

3.4
9.6
1.5
2.6
0.2

1.6
0.04
0.5
0.1

0.1

11.9

15.8
6.0

25.4

6.2
1.5
0.4

100.0



CROP AND/QOR COVEIR TYPE ACREAGES AND PE~RCENTAGES FOR SECTION 12, SHARON TOWNSHIP,

1957, 1958, 1959, 1940 AnIT)191

193__ __7 _ 1958 1959 1940 1941 AVE

Cover Percent PercentJ Percent Percent Percent
Arsof Land. Acres of Land. Acres of Land. Acres of Land. Acres of Land. AcreE

____________ Area _ __ Area _ __IArea j__ Area -JArea _ _

Rotated. Cover

Corn 4 12.50 6.6 57.20 8.9 77.14o 12.1 100.60 15.7 79.10 12.11 71.5
Oats 4411.50 7.0 15.80 2.2 25.10 5.5 54.50 5.41 66.90 10.5 56.6
Wheat 16.4o. 2.6 36.60 5.7 55.50 5.5 25.70 41.0 21.50 5.5 27.1
Barley
Rye 0-- -- .60 0.1 ------ 0.1
Timothy and. Clover 50.10 41.7 11.40 1.8 46.5o 7.5 54.50 8.5 12.10 1.9 50.9
Alfalfa 11.70 1.8 34.80 5.14 14.80 2.5 14.80 2.5 19.10 5.0 19.0
Timothy 45.00 7.0 56.80 5.7 34.5o 5.4 15.20 2.1 9.10 1.4 27.7
Clover 5-- -- -- -- 2.80 5.1 6.6
Timothy and. Alfalfa 55.90 5.6 55.90 5.6 6.50 1.0 5-- .20 0.5 16.3
Clover and. Alfalfa
Sweet Clover 8.70 1.4 8.70 1.4 8.70 1.4 ------ 5.2
Sudan Grass
Soybeans-- --- --- --- -- - -
Garden 2.00 0.5 2.00 0.5 1.00 0.2 1.00 0.2 1.00 0.2 1.44
A5 Herbaceous (Abandoned) 14.50 2.5 17.50 2.7 14.50 2.5 19.50 5.1 25.70 4.0 18.5
Sorghum

Non-Rotated. Cover

Marsh 221.50 34.6 217.70 54.2 221.20 34.6 195.10 50.5 194.50(_ 50.4 210.OC
Timber (Non-Cover) 24.o00 5.7 24.00 5.7 24.00 5.7 24.00 5.7 24.00 5.7 24.OC
Timber (Cover) 84.30 15.2 8+.30 15.2 8+.3o 15.2 8+.3o 15.2 8+.30 15.2 84.30
A4 (Grass) 58.20 6.0 58.20 6.0 26.50 4.2 51.70 8.1 45.80 7.2 40.1
Brush 15.10 2.0 15.10 2.0 15.10 2.0 15.10 2.0 15.10 2.0 15.1
Farm Yard. 5.10 0.8 5.10 0.8 5.10 0.8 5.10 0.8 5.10 0.8 5.1C
Orchard. 2.10 0.5 2.10 0.5 2.10 0.5 2.10 0.5 2.10 0.5 2.10
Gravel Pit 0.80 0.1 .80 0.1 0.80 0.1 o.8o 0.1 0.80 0.1 o.8c

Total 64o.o 100.0 640.00 100.0 6+o.oo 100.0 1640.00 100.0 164o.oo 100.0 640.00

grage

Percent
s of Land

-~Area

11.*2

5.7

4.8
5.0

1.0
2.6

0.8

0.2
2.9

52.8

5.7
15.2
6.5-
2.0
0.8
0.5

> 0.1

100.0
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In the case of non-rotated cover, it comprises from

21.2% to 80.8% of cover of a section. The average per-

centage of non-rotated cover for the twelve sections amounts

to 46.7%. In the case of 80.8% of non-rotated, it contains

43.4%.of permanent blue grass and is heavily pastured. The

next highest percentage of non-rotated cover is 63% and 23.4%

of it is permanent blue grass.

The next highest contributing factor to non-cover is

that of timber (non cover) ranges from 1.1% to 13.8% by sec-

tions, and averages 7.85% for the entire twelve sections.

Of the rotated cover, the sectionsorange from 19.2%

to 78.5%, or an average of 53.3% in cultivated (rotated)-

crops for the twelve sections. Washtenaw County, as given

by the Agricultural census, 1941, has 47.7% of its crop land

harvested. It will be noted that the author used areas where

little better farmland was found. The northwest townships of

Washtenaw County contains a higher percentage of pastured

land, lakes and marshes thus raising the rotated cover. Corn

ranks first in the percentage of acres. Corn composed from

3.5% to 16.4% of the entire land area of the section, or from

13% to 28.3% of the entire acreage of rotated crops for the

five year period. The average percentage for corn of the

entire land acreage was 11.5%, or 21.7% of the acreage for

rotated crops.
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The next single crop, next highest in percent of acre-

age was oats. It comprised 9.5% of the entire land area, or

17.9% of the total rotated acreage. Oats ranged by section

from 2.2% to 13.2% of the entire land area.

Wheat was fourth as the next single crop and it composed

6.4% of the entire land area, ranging from 2.1% to 11.9%. In

terms of rotated acreage, wheat composed 12.1% of the acreage.

Barley and rye are very minor in point of acreage. Some

years, neither of the two crops would appear in the acreage.

The two combined composed less than 0.8% of the entire land

area, or 1.4% of the rotated acreage.

The group of crops that are next in line for the highest

percentages of land area are the hays. The crop/or cover type

chart will show these broken down into timothy and clover and

alfalfa. Three other types appear in the chart that may be

used as hay at different times, but they mainly are used for

pasture, soil-builder or for seed. Any of the first six hay

types are often used for pasture, either as permanent pasture

for the summer or as temporary pasture in the fall after hay

has been made.

Of these six hay types, timothy and clover ranks first

in acreage. It composed 7.95% of the entire land area. It

ranges by section from 0.5% to 17.1% of the entire rotated

acreage, or averaged 14.9% of the rotated acreage.
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Alfalfa was second in acreage; it composed 6.5% of the

entire land area or 12.2% of the rotated acreage. Alfalfa

ranged by section from 1.2% to 14.3% of the entire land area.

The individual timothy type and individual clover type

were next in size of acreage, and were practically the same.

They both made up a 3.3% each of the entire land area or 6.2%

of the rotated acreage. Clover was more uniform in acreage,

section by section.

The remaining two types, timothy and alfalfa, and, clover

and alfalfa were small in area. They composed 2.1% and 1.3%

respectfully of the rotated acreage or 1.15% and 0.7% of the

entire land area.

In summing up the total hay type areas they composed 42.9%

of the entire rotated acreage of the twelve sections.

The remaining types of the rotated acreage consists of

sweet clover, sudan grass, soybeans, garden, herbaceous (follow

land) and sorghum. They composed only 2.5% of the entire land

area or 4.7% of the entire rotated acreage.

Cropping Practices

Corn

The different practices of cropping land with corn is

extremelki important to the pheasant. With 11.5% of the en-

tire land area of the twelve sections in corn, a large popu-

lation of pheasants could be maintained if all other influ-

encing factors were equal. One of these influencing factors

is how the corn is raised and harvested.
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During the planting season some waste grain is left ly-

ing on the ground, due to carelessness in filling planter

boxes, dropping corn after the shoe is lifted, etc. The phea-

sant during this season will feed upon the waste grain, but

this is a minor consideration in relation to how the corn is

harvested.

Most of the farmers in southern Michigan do not raise

sufficient hay for the livestock, so most, if not all, of the

corn has to be cut for fodder or ensilage. The percent of

corn that goes into ensilage would not effect the pheasant,

because its acreage is small. The corn is cut in September

and shocked. If the weather is good, most of the corn will

be shredded by November 15. The smaller percentage of shocked

corn to be husked by hand will be done by late October. In

unusual instances, as in 1940, many farmers began using

hfrid corn and after they had cut it and shredded some they

found out that the stocks took longer to cure than the prev-

iously raised corn. This accounted for most of the corn stand-

ing out through the winter of 1940 and 1941. A very small per-

centage of the corn in southern Michigan is shucked from stand-

ing stocks, thus the cornfields give no cover to the birds.

Most of the corn now shacked off of standing stocks is done by

a mechanical picker, which creates poor cover. One advantage

of a corn-picker is that it gives more waste grain to the birds.
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The grain is in the form of shelled grain, as the fields are

usually checked over and all ears are picked up. This amounts

to three and four bushels to the acre, and at times more.

Small Grain

Wheat, oats, rye, barley and soybeans when raised for

seed and straw will be considered small grain. One-half of

the present acreage of small grains are cut by binders, shocked

and threshed by grain separators. The remaining acreage is

harvested by combines.

Wheat, oats, rye, and barley are all harvested within a

period of six weeks unless wet weather sets in after cutting

begins. Much waste grain is left in the field through con-

siderable handling. First it is cut, and if very ripe some of

it will shatter in the cutting. Some will shatter in shock-

ing, and then more will shatter in threshing by loading it on

wagons to haul it to the separator. The total amount of this

wasted grain will give considerable food for the pheasant. In

normal seasons and wet seasons the weeds will soon grow and

excellent cover will be given the pheasant.

Waste grains from combines are usually not as great as by

cutting with binder, unless the grain haskone down badly. Most

combines can care for broken straw and down grain. Stubble

from combines are usually four inches to six inches higher

than that cut by binder. This gives the pheasant more cover
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and protection while feeding on waste grain and weed seed.

Also, grain to be combined gives the hen a longer period for

hatching and percent of hatches will be greater than in fields

cut by binders.

Hay

Six different hay types will be considered, and will be

discussed in the order they should be cut, if any order can

be given them.

Alfalfa will be cut first and is usually ready by June

10-15, pheasants hatching in alfalfa will have the poorest

chances for hatching success, because hatching is in its peak

then. Also, if any renestings appear after the second cut has

begun to grow, it will obviously have less chance for hatch-

ing. The second cut is usually ready between July 15-25.

This is only a period of thirty-five to forty days, and two

weeks elapse before it has grown enough to conceal the bird.

That leaves a maximum of twenty-five days for laying and hatch-

ing. Alfalfa is usually considered poor cover for goods hatches

of pheasant clutches.

Most of the alfalfa is cured in the field and then loaded

on wagons and hauled to the barn. More progressive farmers

cure the hay in the field and use a pick-up bailer and bail

it in the field. The bails are then gathered and stored in

the barn. Some green alfalfa is being cut and put in silos
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for ensilage. Cutting of green alfalfa would effect the

nesting of the pheasant more.

Clover and alfalfa would probably be cut next, although

depending upon the percentages of each. The alfalfa would be

dead ripe and the clover would still be green. This type

would give additional time for pheasant clutches to be hatched.

Clover and alfalfa would receive the same method of harvesting.

The only difference in relation to pheasant populations would

be the later day of cutting, adding to a longer hatching per-

iod.

Timothy and alfalfa would probably be the next hay type

to be cut. It would receive the same type of harvesting as

previously discussed hays, but would give the pheasant a long-

er period for hatching, and more successful clutches would be

the result.

Clover would probably be the next hay type to be cut,

followed by timothy and clover, and then timothy. These would

all receive the same method of harvesting, and all can easily

be bailed in the field by a pick-up bailer. Clover hay would

probably be ready for cutting between July 1 to July 15; tim-

othy and clover between July 10 to July 25; and timothy be-

tween July 15 to July 30. These three types will give the

pheasant a better place to secure higher successes in hatch-

ability of clutches.
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English, 1932, in Southern Michigan, found that 62.2%

of all nests studied were in hayfields.

Leedy, 1938, in Ohio found alfalfa to rank first in num-

ber of nests per one hundred acres or 13.8; and other hay

types were second with 12.8. He also found that 52% of nests

were found in hay meadows. In 1939, he found that 501pf all

nests were in hay meadows.

Pasture

Two classes of pastures will be considered, that of per-

manent type and that which appears in the rotations.

The permanent type of pasture is the blue grass. Over

90% of the permanent pastures are over grazed, and hence no

cover is left for wildlife. The only time permanent pastures

are not over-grazed is during seasons of much rain. The

growth is unusually fast and cover will become sufficient

to be of some value to the pheasant, but not for nesting pur-

poses. Regions where most of the permanent pastures occur are

heavily populated with sheep. These pastures are not rotated

normally and the grass is eaten rather closely.

The other type of pasture is that which appears in the

rotation, and is usually one of the clovers. All of the

crop type of clovers considered previously are used for pas-

ture, along with sudan grass and sweet clover. This clover

type, be it one of a mixed type, pure type or alfalfa, are

usually used for hay the first year, and pastured the second
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or third year. Many times hay is cut from the meadow and

then after a few weeks the cattle are turned in because the

permanent pasture growth has been consumed.

Field Arrangement in Southern Michigan

Present Method

The method of field arrangement in southern Michigan was

well founded by the early settlers. The fields have been ar-

ranged by the earlier settlers, and arranged well enough to

care for present day farming and needs. In many instances

fields were not as large, but when the tractor came into use,

-many fences were removed, thus creating less fields but larg-

er. Fields are so arranged as to size so as to have at least

one field of corn, one field of oats, one field of wheat, one

field for hay and one for pasture. Arrangement is made so

the fields may easily be reached from the barnyard.

Factors Affecting Field Arrangement

Natural Features

Since southern Michigan lies in the glaciated plains por-

tion of the Central Lowlands province of the United States, it

consists of moranic uplands and glacial lake bottoms. As seen

from tables (1-12) marsh type comprises from 1.3% to 32.8% by

sections for the entire land area, and averages 13.1% of the

entire land area. Also on the twelve sections studied, 16.7%
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of the entire land area is in timber types. Also, 2.9% of

the area is in brush. This makes a total of 32.7% of the

entire area in cover of natural features to be considered in

the arrangement of fields.

2. Location of Farmstead

Farmsteads are usually located adjacent to roads. Fields

are then so arranged that they may be reached easily from the

farmstead. If the farm is rectangular in shape the fields

are usually reached by a lane leading to them. In some cases

the fields are reached by a road adjacent to them. In cases

where farms are square in shape many of the fields are adja-

cent to the buildings while others are reached by lanes.

3. Size of Individual Farms

Farms in southern Michigan vary in size from a few acres

to one thousand acres in size. On the areas studied the small-

est farm is fifteen acres in size, while the largest farm is

two hundred and thirty-six acres. The size of the field usual-

ly increases or decreases in proportion to the size of farm.

Several tracts smaller than the fifteen acres appear on these

areas, but they do not contain buildings, and are usually hold-

ings of timber. Larger the farms the larger the field, so as a

result the number of fields remain more or less constant to a

certain extent.

4. Soils and Topography

As mentioned before much of Southern Michigan contains old'

lake bottoms and kettleholes. These are of different soil type
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and clasd than the surrounding upland. When such soil types

as the mucks occur they are kept in one field or two fields

as much as possible. Upland soil types are also kept as much

as possible to other fields. This facilitates in plowing,

working ground, cultivating crops and the harvesting of crops.

Topography parallels soil types, or vis versa from the

standpoint in considering field arrangement. Soils of the

uplands are broken in fields, and soils of bottom lands are

broken into fields.

5. Type of Farming

The type of fanning will bear or have its effect upon the

arrangement of fields. A beef cattle farm will arrange pas-

ture fields to be of sufficient size to carry the herd for a

sufficient length of time. Fields are larger on beef farms.

Fields are also larger on dairy farms, and are usuall-y con-

nected with the farmstead. Grain farms usually have permanent

lanes or temporary ones established through fields to reach

fields that are at the back of the farm. Many grain farms are

receiving larger fields to facilitate the use of tractors, and

as a result farming is more economical.

Effect Upon the Pheasant

1. Location to Pivot Cover

The location of crops to pivot cover is one of extreme

importance and is one of the important points under study.

Pivot cover is that of marshes, timber with sufficient
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underbrush, brush, grass, and herbaceous that are not pas-

tured. Fields so arranged to meet, connect, or lie adjacent

will give to the pheasant, areas to feed, nest, and raise

their young. The plan in mind is to have as much of the ro-

tated crop area as possible connect with the pivot cover. In

some instances all fields cannot be planned to aid the pheasant

since most of the marshes and timber with sufficient underbrush

lie at the back of the farm.

2. Fende Rows--Probable Use for Travel Lanes.

@h&et No.., , page , will give the total length of

travel lanes on each section. Travel lanes are fence rows

having sufficient brush or herbaceous material to give a

pheasant sufficient protection and cover while walking a

fence row. The length of travel lanes on an area is im-

portant, but may not be of any value unless these lanes con-

nect areas of food and cover. A picture of the dispersion of

these travel lanes and the value they give can be seen from

any of the cover or crop maps previously referred to. If

pivot cover is good and travel lanes are dispersed so as to

lead to nesting covers and feeding areas, they serve their

purpose well.
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TABLE XIV

Length of Travel Lanes for Studied Areas

Area Length (Miles)
Sharon 1 3.4*
Sharon 2 2.4*
Sharon 3 0.5
Sharon 10 1.4
Sharon 11 4.7*
Sharon 12 2.6*
Pittsfield 15 4.7
Pittsfield 22 1.9
Lodi 10 4.6
Scio 28 2.3
Scio 33 1.0
Ann Arbor 24 2.6

*These sections contain duplicate lanes, i.e. travel
lanes on section lines are duplicated.

How Farming Operations Affect Pheasants

Farming operations of various kinds occur throughout the

year. There are different degrees of effect upon the pheasant,

but they all have their effects. Some are beneficial, while

others are harmful. Some operations are both harmful and

beneficial. Twelve farming operations are considered, and

chart No. I , giving the time of year when they are carried

out, is found on page i.

Seeding

Seeding is an operation that is almost entirely bene-

,icial to the pheasant. The first seeding comes in March

and is known as clover seeding. Clover seed is sown at this

time in the winter wheat, and in clover fields where the
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farmer wants to increase the quality of his stand. The seed

is sown usually by a hand seeder, and the seed falls upon the

ground, some of it falling in cracks. The pheasant will secure

some of this seed that does not fall in cracks.

Next seeding is oats. April is the months for this

seeding, and it usually starts around the first of the month.

Some clover seed is sown in the oats at this time, but usual-

ly the bulk of the waste grain for the birds is oats. The

waste is not high in the number of bushels, but a pheasant

will secure many feedings in a freshly sown oats field. No

cover is afforded the pheasant in a freshly sown oats field,

but most fields sown into oats are corn ground from the pre-

vious field, and most corn fields afford poor cover if any

cover at all during April.

Corn planting would be the next seeding in line. The

pheasant will again benefit from this planting as waste grain

will be left in the field. The planting operation will have no

effect on the birds from the standpoint of molestation, because

they very seldom use an area having no cover. The pheasant will

benefit from the corn field for a week or two, depending upon

the pheasant population.

The next seeding is that of winter wheat and barley.

This seeding occurs from September 20 to October 5, mainly.

The birds may be disturbed a little if they have been using
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the field previously which undoubtedly was oats that previ-

ous summer. Stubble may have been sufficiently high for pro-

tection, and they fed there for weed seed, and possibly oats

and insects. The oats ground is usually plowed so this dis-

turbance would come under plowing. On the other hand birds

will benefit greatly by the waste wheat that is usually found

lying at both ends of the field.

Haymaking

Haymaking plays an extremely important part in the life

role of the pheasant. Since around 55 to 60% of pheasant

nests have been found in hayfields, it plays its important

part in furnishing nesting cover.

On the other hand the pheasant is greatly menanced, due

to the fact that most clutches are in the incubation period

during the haying season. English, 1932, found that only

44% of all nests observed in hayfields were successful. The

remaining 56% were destroyed through cutting, or the cutting

has caused the pheasant .to desert her nest. Some of the un-

successful attempts may be due to poor incubation, unfertile

eggs, or weather conditions.

Besides the loss of clutches due to mowing, many hens are

either killed or crippled.

Wight, 1930, p. 222, reports the percentages of all birds

seen in April, May, June, July, and August in hayfields to be
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respectfully: 17.2%, 16%, 40.7%, 36.7%, 28.1%.

Cultivating

The only crops cultivated in southern Michigan are corn

and sorghum. Corn cultivation begins during the last few

days in May and lasts until the last of July. Since the phea-

sant very seldom visits the corn field at this time of the year,

cultivation does not affect the life of the pheasant directly.

However, the bird may be affected indirectly through cultiva-

tion. If cultivation is continued frequently and late, the

cornfield will be clean of weeds, and this eliminates dome of

the food supply.

Harvesting

Harvesting in this discussion will effect oats cutting,

wheat cutting, rye cutting, barley cutting, corn cutting, corn

picking, corn shucking, and soybean cutting or combining.

Winter barley and rye usually are first of the small

grains to ripen, and generally precedes wheat by a few days.

Wheat is next in riping, and these grains ripen between July

4 and July 15. Oats usually ripens between July 20 to July

30.

Two methods of harvesting are used mainly in Southern

Michigan. These two are by the grain binder or combine.

Other methods are pasturing and making hay from these grains.

Grain fields are important for nesting areas of the pheasant.

English, 1932, reports 5.1% of all nests observed were in
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grainfields and 4.3% in grain stubbles. He records a 71%

success of hatching in grain fields and complete failure in

grain stubble. This point cannot be considered seriously,

Mince the nests were few in number.

Leedy, 1938, in a survey of 15 counties in Ohio, reports

81.9% of all nests found in wheat fields cut by binder were

successful, and 56% by combine, or an average of 75.9%. He

also states that only 3.3 hens were killed per one hundred

nests, and six hens crippled in wheat fields cut by binders.

In wheat fields harvested by combines, eleven hens per 100

nests were killed and eight hens crippled per 100 nests.

Ensilage cutting is the next operation in the line of

harvesting. It usually begins about the middle of August and

continues into the early part of September, depending on the

time of the planting of the corn. The acreage of corn going

into ensilage is usually small and does not effect the phea-

sant considerably.

Corn cutting begins around the first of September and

continues throughout the month. The corn is ripe at this

time and pheasants begin to move in. By removing the cover

and putting it into shocks will expose the birds and they, as

a result confine their trips to the cornfields for shorter

periods and usually just in the morning and evening for feeding.

Night, 1930, p. 222, records 36.7% of the birds seen the

month of September was in cornfields. A little cutting may
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continue into October. During October the cornfields are

not usually used by man, thus less molestation to the phea-

sant. Wight, 1930, p. 222, reports 30% of the birds seen

in October to be in cornfields.

Corn shredding is done mainly in November. Wight, 1930,

pp. 222, records only 2.4% of the birds observed in November

to be in cornfields. The activity of corn shredding may be

one reason for this low percentage but it'was also noted that

over 56.7% were observed in swamps in November. November is the

month for the grouping of pheasants into flocks.

Corn picking and corn shucking begins about the tenth

of October and continues into November. Much waste corn re-

sults from mechanically picked corn. Waste corn in the form

of ears results with hand picked corn, but most farmers pick

up the lost ears.

Better cover results from hand picked corn, than mechan-

ically picked corn, while no cover generally results from corn-

fields when the corn is cut except for weeds.

Soybean harvesting if harvested for seed, occurs from

the last of October to the middle of November. All beans

should be combined or thrashed by the first week in November

unless weather conditions do not permit. The soybean acreage

is low, but the cover afforded the pheasant by the soybean be-

fore harvesting is good. Most soybeans that are raised for

seed, are combined in southern Michigan while the remainder

are cut by mower and threshed by grain separators.
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Plowing

Plowing also plays its part in relation to the pheasant.

It begins usually around the first of April and continues

through until the last of May then again in August, Septem-

ber, and October. Ground plowed at this time is in prepara-

tion for the seedbed for corn, oats, soybeans, and wheat.

Early plowing will not effect the pheasant as much as later

plowing. Through plowing cover is destroyed, usually nesting

areas. Different types of clover sods are the bulk of the

plowing, but some herbaceous areas, grass, and corn stubble

are plowed. It is true that great amount of cover is destroyed,

but nests are sometimes destroyed through plowing. English,

1932, reports a 5.79% of 138 nests were destroyed by plowing,

and, 1933 he reports a 9.09% loss of fifty-five nests by plow-

ing.

Pasturing

Pasturing also effects the pheasant through the destruc-

tion of cover and destruction of nests. English, 1932, found

2.9% of 138 nests observed to be in pastures. Fifty percent

of these were successful.

If pasture fields are handled carefully and not pastured

too heavy, the bird will benefit from the cover for protection

and nesting. Cattle may disturb some birds in nesting, while

others may not be disturbed. The type of pasture will also
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play an important part for the pheasant. Sweet clover will

give a rank growth, and livestock will not keep it down as

well as mixed clovers, alfalfa, or blue grass.

Hauling Manure

Hauling manure may occur any time throughout the year,

but the season when it is concentrated is from the first of

December until the middle of August. It is true that a more

concentrated season appears from February until June. Some

farmers will continue to clean their barns, and haul the

manure to the field immediately as made throughout the entire

winter. Most farmers will store their manure in piles beside

the barn or in the stockyard until winter begins to break, and

haul it into the field.

During April, some farmers will begin cleaning out the

stockyard, which holds an accumulation of the past winter's

manure. This results from the cattle during the winter. They

are turned in the stockyard during the day. The farmer beds,

the cattle in the stockyard from the straw-pile that has been

threshed there the previous summer. It is the farmer's plan to

have his stockyard cleaned by threshing time so the fresh stack

can be blown in the stockyard. Some farmers do not get this

chore done, so sometimes the manure will be hauled out follow-

ing the threshing season.

Since most farmers feed some corn to cattle and sheep,

and all farmers feed corn to horses and hogs during the winter

months, the manure content will yield corn. This manure hauled
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out in the field during winter months provides a chief source

of food for the pheasant.

Mr. Morgan, Section 15 in Pittsfield Township, one of the

areas studied by the author, practically fed a flock of some

twenty pheasants through the winter by the habit of cleaning

his barns out each week.

Another incident, hardly classed as manure hauling, but

producing the same effects, was also produced by Mr. Morgan.

Mr. Morgan had some silage to spoil for him during the winter.

It was not fit- for cattle feed so he hauled it out a few rods

from his barn. During the month of February, the author ob-

served a flock of 25 to 30 pheasants feeding on the spoiled

ensilage.

Fencing

Fencing is a farm chore usually carried out during the

month of April and May. The work does not start before the

ground is "frost-free" and carries through until the "busy-

season" begins. During this season, the pheasants begin their

early nesting. Fencerows receive a large percentage of early

nests due to a large amount of old grass, herbaceous and brush

material.

English, 1932, found 9.4% of 138 nests in fencerows.

Fence building at this time of the year usually results in

the destruction of many nests. English did find that 71% of

the nests found in fence rows were successful. Other causes

of mortality in fence rows may often be due to predators, as
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they use fence rows for travel lanes. Hawks and crows also

use fence posts for observation and resting perches.

Woodcutting

The woodcutting season usually begins in October and

lasts until March. This farm operation is saved until the

slack season of the farm appears. Many farmers "cut-up" wood

for their home use.

Since pheasants use woodlots considerably during winter,

when woodlots contain sufficient cover, the activity of wood-

cutting will cause birds to be molested and may even cause

them to leave the woodlot entirely due to- the cutting activity.

Wight, 1930, p. 222, records the greatest use of woods by

pheasants to be from April to September conclusive. An average

of 13.6% of the birds observed for the months April, May, June,

July, August, and September were in the woods type.

Weed and Marsh Burning

Weed and marsh burning is resorted to quite frequently.

The burning usually starts around the first of April and

lasts until the middle of May. Many farmers are of the opinion

that it is for the best that all dead material should be burned.

Very frequently marshes are burned over to remove the last

year's foliage. This may have its benefits, but the author

has failed to see them. It is true that the a±ea appears to

have more life when the new foliage begins, but the loss in

fibrous material to the soil is not calculated.
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Birds at this time of-the year need all old foliage

they can find, a new growth has not begun. Pheasants use.

weed patches, fence rows and marshes for early nesting.

English, 1932, found 3.6% of 138 nests observed in marshes.

Brush Cutting

Brash cutting is usually a minor operation on the farm

and many years it may not occur. It may take place to cre-

ate more area for pasturing, cleaning fence rows to build

more fence, or cleaning kettle holes.

Pheasants prefer a brush habitat in their life cycle,

and birds are often flushed from these areas. They create

good cover for the pheasant and the seeds of some of the

brush species create minor food patches. English, 1932, re-

ports a pheasant built a nest on a brush pile, but it was de-

stroyed by burning.

Wight, 1930, records an average range of 4.6% to 35.8%

of birds seen by months for the entire year in the brush

type, or an average of 17.8%.

Threshing

Threshing is an operation usually carried out within a

week or two after the grain has been cut, providing the grain

is not combined. The height of the nesting season is usually

passed now (July 15 to August 15), but the late nestings may

appear now in stubble fields. If the threshing does not occur,

until two or three weeks after cutting, pheasants may nest in
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the stubble fields. Also, the birds may be feeding here

quite extensively, and the removal of the shocks may dis-

turb their feeding in this field for a few days.

The author observed many young birds feeding in oats and

wheat stubble field that were combined. A group of forty young

birds were flushed on August 10, 1941, from a freshly combined

oats field. They seemed to be feeding together, and all

flushed at practically the same time.

Pheasant Status on the Areas

Method of Study

Five methods of study were used to assert the pheasant

population on the areas. They were as follows: droppings

at roosts, location of flocks, actual observations on indi-

vidual birds, location by crowing and by a spring dog census.

No actual work was done on the pheasant during the hunt-

ing season, but it was started after the birds had flocked.

Flocks were located throughout the winter, and roosts were

studied to determine where the birds were located. No census

was made to determine the actual number of birds in the winter

population. Three flocks ranging from 20 to 30 birds were lo-

cated on the area, and another of more than 100 birds was lo-

cated on the one of the area and adjacent to it. Most of the

birds of this large flock were located in marsh, brush, and

timbered areas, 150-200 acres in size, on the east side of sec-

tion 24, Ann Arbor Township and also section 19,Superior Town-

ship. The owner of the land fed more than 150 bushels of corn
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to these wintering birds. The birds, after wintering, leave

for breeding areas. This accounts for the high breeding pop-

ulation in section 24, Ann Arbor Township.

Actual observations were made on birds during breeding

seasons to note that areas were being used.

Population Census

A spring dog census was begun on March 20, and the last

section was completed on April 22. Three sections out of

the twelve were censused by two dogs and two men. While the

remaining nine sections were censused by one dog and one man.

Length of time to census a section of land ranged from

3 hours and 10 minutes to 5 hours and 15 minutes. Table xV ,

page 74. The time consumed to census the 3 sections of land,

worked by 2 dogs, was 3 hours, 30 minutes, 3 hours.' 50 minutes

and 4 hours. Only four sections were censured in less than

four hours, and two of these were done by a two dog census.

One section required five hours or more to census, as this was

the first section to be censused by the author. The remaining

seven sections required from 4 hours to 4 hours and 15 minutes.

The census table, Table XV, page 74, is considered a good

census. It was checked by a crowning census, but practically

all data was received through the dog census.

Only one section of the twelve sections had no breeding

population. Breeding populations on the remaining eleven sec-

tions ranged from 3 to 46 birds, with an average of 13.42 birds
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per section. -This gives an average of one breeding bird per

48 acres. Sex ratios varied from 0:3 to 1:5. The twelve sec-

tions contained 161 birds for a breeding population or a sex

ratio of 1:2.7.

Evaluation of the Pheasant Range

Evaluating a pheasant range may seem more difficult or

less difficult than first anticipated. After careful analy-

sis of Wight'is method of evaluating the pheasant range and its

use in the field, the author is convinced of its values and

the practibility of it. The method pictures the situation as

found on the area, and the final results give a value which

will summarize the conditions of the area.

A sample chart for rating the pheasant range on known

areas, as constructed'by Wight, is found on page .f (basis for

1 square mile). Ten requirements are listed essential for a

pheasant range, found in column one. Column two gives the

number of units for one square mile. Column three gives the

unit rating, on the basis of number, ten being the highest

number. Since all units are not ideal they are given a size

and quality rating of first, second, or third class. The fifth

column or final value is obtained by dividing the unit rating

by the size and quality rating. This method cares for the first

six requirements. The remaining four requirements receive their

final value by judging the value of each requirement from poor
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to excellent and then substituting a numerical number from 1

to 10. The final values are then totaled, and the final rat-

ing is secured by finding which range the final value figure

has fallen in.

The twelve sections were evaluated and may be found on

pageq> to pageWt 3 . They ranked as follows:

Final Rating

I II _ III IV

No. of Sections 1 5 5 1

The following table gives the spring population in rela-

tion to the final rating.

Final Total of Spring
Area Sec. Rating Final Value Population

Ann Arbor 24 - 82.50 46
Sharon 11 II 60.42 12
Sharon 12 II 58.75 16
Sharon 2 II 53.25 13
Lodi 10 II 51.80 11
Pittsfield 22 II 51.80 22
Pittsfield 15 III 49.65 15
Scio 33 III 47.10 11
Sharon 3 III 49.00 7

Sharon 10 III 44.75 3
Sharon 1 III 38.15 5
Scio 28 IV 23.70 0

Some relationship will be noted between a breeding popu-

lation and the final value of evaluation of a pheasant range.

The higher populations appear in the higher rated sections,

thus showing that the range evaluation plan will give a good

picture of the area for a pheasant range.
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FEAT ING SHMEET FOR rPHEAS ACTT RAYNGE

County Township Section
1shtennwnnmarbor ______ 24

S i Ze -and
Tally of Unit ,Quality Final

Number Rating, Rating Value
Requirements of Units up to 10 1 to 3 0-10

Vinter roosting sites41010.
(4) 4_10_Z_10.

Minter food units (8) 8 10 1 1000

rowing areas (40 ) 40 10 1 10.0

1e st ing sites (40) 50 10 1 10.0

e ar ing Erounds (40) 34 8.25 1.5 5.5

anctuary areas (4)} 4 10 1 10.0

Interspers ion ---.---------------- -- -- 8. 0

Lommunication ------------------------------- 5.0

Adaptation to management -_lw __. __-_a . 500

mneral food and cover conditions-o-W---- --- ---------8.0

Total 82.5

Final rating, I

lated b ,Fred Snell Date
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RATINl G SHEET FOR FPHEAS ATT RANGE

County Township Section
-V -3 ht enaw Lodi _10

S i ze -and -

Tally of Unit Qduality Final
N'um~rber Rating, Rating Value

Requirements of Units up to 10 1 to 3 0-10

Vinter roosting sites
(4)} 5 3 1.7

Minter food units (8) 6 7.5 1 7.5

rowing areas (40) 28 6.25 1. 5 4.2

desting sites (40) 48 10 2 500

eaigEons(0 22 5.5 1.5 3.~7

anctuary areas '(4) 2 5 3 1.7

Interspersion-.-_ - _--.-

ommun ic a t ion----------------------------8.0

Adaptation to management 7.0o

mneral food and cover conditions.------ ------- 5.0

Total 51.8

Final ratin TI

ated by Fred Snell Date
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RA T ING SHEET FOR PHEASANT RAN GE

ConyTownship Section
CoV-uhtnty Pittsfield - -- - 15

Site. and
Tally of Unit Quality Final
Numiber Rating, Rat ing Value

Req9Uirmet of Units up to 10 1 t o 3 0-10

Vinter roosting sites

(4) 3 7*5 2 3.75

Minter food units (8) 2 2.5 3 0.8

rowing areas (40) 27 6.*75 1.5 4.6

Testing sites (40) 50 10 2 500

earing grounds (40) 30 7.5 1.*5 500

anc tuary areas (4) 2 5 2 2.5

Interspersion- 6.0

ommun ic at io n ----------------------------------------- 8.0

daptation to management 7.0

,eneral food and cover conditions--------------7.0

Total 49.65

Final rating 111

Eated -by Fred Snell Date
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RATIYG SLEET FoR PHEASANTT RAY GE

CvnyTownship Section

-1=ishtenaw Pittsfield _2

size. and .
Tally of Unit Quality Final
Numb er Rat ing, Rat ing Value

Requirements of Units up to 10 1 to 3 0-10

Vinter roosting sites
(4) 4 10 1 10

Winter food units (8) 7 8.75 1.5 5.4

rowing areas (40) 40 10 1 10

lesting sites (40) 55 10 1.5 6.7

eaig runs (0 42 10 1.2 8.0

anctuary areas (4) 4 10 1.5 6.7

Interspersion- --- - - - - - -- - - - - -6.0

onmuat ocincoe cndtons------------ ------------------. 0

Final ratinE_ I

ated by Fred Snell Date
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RATIYG SHMEET FOR rHEASANT RAN GE

County Township Section
--- ishtenaw SCjo .

S Iz e .and
Tally of Unit Quality Final
Number Rat ing Rat ing Value

Requirements of Units up to 10 1 to 3 0-10

Vinter roosting sites 2 5 3 107
(4) __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _

kUinter food units (8) 1 1 3 0.3

rowing areas (40) 22 5.5 2 2.8

Nesting sites (40) 45 10 2 5.0

e ar ing grounds (40) 11 2.*75 2 l .4 -

anctuary areas (4) 2 5 2 2.5

Interspersion. -------- - - - -4.0

Communication---_---100

dap tat ion to management -- _ __-___-_ O 2.0leneral food and cover conditions-- ------------ 3.0

Total 23.*7

Final rating_ IV

.ated by Fred. Snell 
Date
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RATIN G Ski ET F HLASAUTT RANTGE

County Township Section
",-isht enaw Sclo_____ _ -33

S iz e .and
Tally of Unit Quality F inal

Number Rat ing, Rat ing Value
Requirements of Units up to 10 l to 3 0-10

Vinter roosting sites 4 1.7 700
(4) 4_ _ ___ '_ __ _

Linter food units (8) 4 5 1.5 3.3

rowing areas (40) 22 5.5 2.0 2.8B
Testing sites (40) 0 10 2.0 5~0

earing grounds (40) 16 4 2.0 2.0_

anctuary areas (4) 3 7.5 1.5 5.0

Interspersion- - -I--- - - - - -- - - - -4.0

Communication-------------------------3.0

,daptation to management 5.0

-enera1 food and cover conditions--------------5. 0
Total 4x7.1

Final ratin __ III

a ted b~ Fred Snell Date
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RATIHLG SITEET FOR PHE AS AITT RAY GE

County Township Section
-T,.shtenaw Sharon 1 .

Size- and
Tally of TUnit Q.uali1ty Fina l

IT ube r Rating Rat ing Value
Requirements of Units up to 10 1 to 3 0--10 =do

Vinter roosting sites 3579523,75

(4) _ _ _ _ _

Winter food units (8) 2 2. 5 1 2.5

rowing areas (40) 14 3.5 1 5.5

Testing sites (40) 39 9.75 2 4.9

earing rounds (40) 14 3551__3__5-

ynta;areas (4) 2 5 1 5

Interspersion- _- - -- - - ---- -- - -

Communication-----------------------

daptatison to management -- A_3

mneral food and cover conditions----------------5

Total 358.15

Final rating II

lated by Fred Snell Date



RAT IYG SHIEET FOR r H ASAITT RAYNGE

County Township Section
Thx shtenaw Sharon 2

Size-and
Tally of TUnit- Quality Final

Fumber Rating Rating Value
Requirements of Units up to 10 1 to 3 0-10

Vinter roasting sites 4 1 2 5
(4)__ _ _ _

inter foad inits (8) 2.5 1 2.5

rowing areas (40) 25 6.25 1 6.25

Testing sites (4p) 40 10 1 10

earing grounds (40) 16 4 1 4.

anctuary are as (4) 37. 1 7."5
Interspersion---------------------------4

Communication------------------------2

Adaptation to management _.. 7

mneral faad and cover conditions--------------5

Total 53.25

Final rating II

Eated by Fred Snell Date
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RATIF G SHEET L FORIPHAS AIT T RMTjGL

County Township Section
-vJ9 ht ena .Sharon 3

Size- and
Tally of Unit Quality F inal1

N umbe r Rating Rat ing Value
Requirements of Units up to 10 1 to 3 0-10

YTintor roasting sites 4 10 1 10
(4) __ _ _ ___ _ _ _

Minter food units (8) 2 2.5 1 2.5

rowing areas (40) 23 5.75 1 5 "75

Te st ing sites (4Q) 34 8.5 2 4.25

earing grounds (40) 11 2.75 1 2.75

an c tuary areas (4) 3 7.5 2 3.975
Interspersion--------------------- -- 7

Communication-------------------------2

daptat ion to management _. 7

,enera1 food and cover conditions- -- ------------- 4

Total 49.o0

Final ratinE I11

ated by Fred Snell Date
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RATTYG SHEET FOR P HEASACTT RAN GE

Cotunty Township Section
"sirshtenaw Sharon -10

Si ze and

Tally of Unit Quality F ina l

Number Rating Rating Value
Re uirement8, of Units up to 10 1 to 3 0-10

(4) 3 7.5 1 '7.5,

itrfood units (8) 0 0 0 0.0o

rowing areas (40) 32 8 2 4.0

Testing sites (4Q) 25 6.25 1 6.25

earing grounds (40) 6 1.5 1 1.*50

anctuary areas.. (4)-- 2 5 2 2.50

Interspersion. ! +- -_-r!

Communication---- _-----------------------3

daptat ion to naanagemient -S

vneral food and cover conditions-- ------------- 4

Total 44.'75

Final rating Ill
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RATIYG SHEET FoR PHEASANTT RANGE

County Township Section
v-,shtenaw Sharon _______

S iz e .and -
Tally of Unit Quality Final

Nunber Rat ing Rat ing Value
Requirements of Units up to 10 1 to 3 0-10

Linter roosting sites

(4) 3 '7.5 1 7.5

Wiinter food units (8) 1 1.25 3 .42

Crowing areas (40) 24 6.00 1 6.0

Nes n sit p90 36 9.0 1 900
Rearing grounds (40) 9 2.25 1 2.25

anctuary areas (4)-- 1 2.5 2 1.25

Inters pers ion- --.- -- -_

Communication- w------------------- --------------

da t t o o ma a e etneral, food and cover conditions- - w---- ----- --- -- - 5

Total 60.42

Final rating_ II

lated by Fred Snell Date
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RAT hTG SHEITiF OR FPHEAS ACTT RAMTGE

County Township Sect ion

ThIsht enaw Sharon- * 12

Size- and
Tally of Unit Quality Final

Number Rating' Rating Value

Requirements of Units up to 10 1 to 3 0-10

(4) 4 10 1 10

itrfood units (8) 3 3.75 1 3.*75

rowing areas (40) 27 6.*75 1 6.,975

1e s ting sites (40) 40 10 1 10

Rearing grounds (40) 11 2.75 1 2.75

sanctuary areas (4)} 1 2.5 1 2.5

Interspersion------- 6

Communication-------------------------9

Final ratinG II

lated_ by Fred Snell Date
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Use of Natural Features

Natural features are referred to here as all places

furnishing natural and permanent cover; such as woodlots,

marshes, kettleholes, bogs, fence rows and abandoned land.

The covers of these areas are considered pivot covers

for the pheasant and their use is discussed. lWoodlots in per-

cent of land cover by section ranges from 8.5% to 23.6%, with

an average of 16.8% per section. Some of these woodlands

have been too heavily grazed or cut over, and they are of

little value to pheasants. Of this 16.8% of the land cover,

only 8.5% is considered valuable to the pheasant in the way of

cover. On some sections the non-cover timber runs higher,

while on other sections the reverse is true.

Eightand five-tenths percent or fifty acres of cover in

the form of woodlots is important to the pheasant. Woodlots are

used for winter roosting cover, escape cover, crowing areas,

sanctuary areas, portions of the rearing areas, and possibly

nesting and winter food areas in some cases. Wight, 1935, rates

an ungrazed; ten acre woodlot, as four crowing areas for the

pheasant.

Marshs are an important factor in making up the land-

scape of southern Michigan. On the areas studied, the marshes

ranged from 1.8% to 32.8% or an average of 13.l%,or eighty-

four acres per section. This represents an enormous picture
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to the pheasant in its life role.

Although many of the marshes are pastured to some degree,

most of them serve in some capacity in the pheasant's life role.

Marsh cover serves its duty by giving winter and spring cover

and excape cover to the pheasant during the period of the year

when most all other cover besides woodlot cover is nil. Bb-

sides marshes being used for winter roosting sites and escape

cover they serve as crowing areas, nesting areas, rearing

grounds, sanctuary areas, communication, and food units in

some instances.

Since kettleholes contain cover similar to marshes,

while many of them contain brush, they serve the pheasant-in

the manner of crowing areas, escape cover, nesting sites, rear-

ing grounds and food units.

Many of the fence rows in Southern Michigan are absent of

cover. While many are, those that do contain fair cover,

serve the pheasant in the manner of travel lanes. Table ,

page , will give the length of travel lanes on the areas

studied. The length of travel lanes is important, but still

more important is their location on the area and the other

covers they connect, because if they do not connect areas of

cover with food patches and other cover areas, their value is

almost nil, except for escape cover.

Role of Each Cultivated Crop

Cultivated crops play their role mainly in food, next in

nesting sites, and then cover. They are used extensively as
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cover. Cultivated crops, according to Dalke, 1934, pp. 23

and 24, constituted from 36% to 95% of the pheasant's diet

by the month. The average for the entire year was 74% of

its entire diet. According to Dalke, 1934, Table V, p. 25,

the cultivated crop ranked in importance in the pheasant's

diet as such.

Species % of Year's Diet % of Total Grain Eaten
Corn 33 45
Wheat 20 27
Barley -811
Beans 5 7
Oats 5 6
Buckwheat 3 4

Total 74 100.

Dalke, 1964, also found that on 1,181 samples taken in

grainfields the following amounts of waste grain were found

per section: corn 124.3 bushels; wheat, 74 bu.; oats, 11.5

bu.; barley, 3.2 bu.; and beans, 2.0 bu.

Weed seeds ranked second in importance in the pheasant's

diet. Weed seed production is effected considerably by cropping

practices and rotations. Methods of cultivation and mowing

practices in stubble greatly effect the supply of wild weed

seed. The common practice of clipping stubble fields great-

ly reduces the amounts of food and cover. Dalke, 1934, found

the amounts of wild weed seed per section to be: foxtail, 4.0

bushel, smartweed; 1.7 bu.; and sedge 2.7 bu.
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Asjstated before, the large percentage of haying crop

enter strikingly into the pheasant nesting habits, and the

times of cutting still present a more striking picture, due

to the number of nest destructions or failures.

Interpretation of Each Section, Crop vs. Pheasant Populations

Some correlation may exist between the percentages of

corn and small grain crops and the pheasant population after

considering other effecting factors. Using the spring pheas-

ant population, the following comparison between it and the

average of a five year crop acreage are:

Township

Ann Arbor
Lodi
Pittsfield
Pittsfield
Scio
Scio
Sharon
Sharon
Sharon
Sharon
Sharon
Sharon

_

Sec.
No.
24
10
15
22
28
33
1
2
3

10'
11
12

.... ...

Corne
6.7

14.0
16.2
13.0
12.9
13.5
16.4
12.5
10.80
3.5
8.5

11.2

% of Land in Crops (5 yr.Av.) Spring
Small grains, Wheat, Oats, Pheasant

Rye, Barley Census
10,8 46

19.5 11
25.9 15
18.2 22
16.9 0
17.3 11
17.9 5
23.1 13
17.0 7
4.3 3
8.7 12

10.0 16

.._.. .

It is true that pheasant populations are affected by the

amount of corn and method of harvesting on the section, but

so many other factors enter in the picture and effect a
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correlation if there is one. Winter feeding and amount and

condition of winter cover enters in the above picture.

Ann Arbor, 24, had an average of 6.7% of its entire land

in corn for a 5 yr. average. Its spring pheasant population

was 46, the highest by far of any of the twelve sections. Small

grain percentage was 10.8%. This amount of corn has its ef-

fects. This section cannot be considered normal and should

not be allowed to color the picture of normal sections, since

the east side of the section is an ideal marsh sanctuary of

110 acres, plus an additional couple hundred acres in the ad-

joining section. These birds were not molested throughout

their winter stay on the area, and over 150 bu. of corn were

fed them. Undoubtedly few birds left the area after arriving.

This accounts for a large breeding population on Ann Arbor 24.

Sharon 10 has only 3.5 percent of its land area in corn,

and 4.3 percent in small grains. The spring population is 3

birds. Food is the limiting factor on this section, but the

nature of the section prevents a big increase in cultivated

crops.

Scio 28, is a problem within itself. Corn percentage is

sufficient, but the reason for a low population is because of

lack of cover on the area. The marsh on the southern end of

the section is pastured heavily and it was also burned over

the spring of 1941. There are no travel lanes connecting

with What permanent cover that does exist.
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Sharon 1, has a high percentage of corn. Outside of

the marsh at the southern end of the section, cover is poor

and in small patches with no travel lanes.

The author has found that outside of Ann Arbor 24, two

sections, Scio 28, and Sharon 1, have the limiting factor as

a lack of cover, Sharon 3 is the finest example of a section

which has its limiting factor, food.

The remaining sections contain sufficient percentages of

rotated crops, but the limiting factors are cropping practices,

lack of travel lanes, and possible arrangement of fields to

present existing cover. The remaining sections present the

most common picture in Southern Michigan by average pheasant

populations, average agricultural practices, and field arrange-

ments.

Recommendations for Adjustments

Present Unsatisfactory Practices on the Areas

Present unsatisfactory practices do not include present

crop rotations. These practices are: the cropping practices,

pasturing practices, field arrangement, and elimination of

travel lanes.

Many cropping practices on the farm do not benefit the

pheasant, but rather harm him. Most of the present practices

fit into present farm plans, and if these practices were

changed, farm plans would have to be altered. The method of
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corn harvesting should be changed to benefit the pheasant

more.

Pasturing practices should be altered greatly to effect

the pheasant. Many alterations in the present pasturing prac-

tices would be sound economical farm practices.

Many of the present fence rows are kept clean. Clean

farming has been advocated for years by our land grant col-

leges. This has had a serious effect upon our present pheas-

ant population.

Present field arrangements are not ideal for an excel-

lent pheasant preserve. As many fields as possible should be

arranged so a portion of the field lies adjacent to pivot.

cover then, and those that cannot should have travel lanes

connecting them.

Since alfalfa is an ideal.forage crop and favorite nest-

ing place for the pheasant, it should not be decreased in

acreage due to the number of nesting failures in that type.

Good hay cutting practices should be introduced to eliminate

as many nesting failures as possible.

Present Good Policies on th9 Areas

Policies found to be good are the present crop rotations

and crop percentages. These two factors work hand in hand,

because when a rotation is followed quite closely the crop per-

centages will remain rather constant. A six year rdtion is a

popular rotation for general livestock and field crop farming.
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Ideal Policies to Fo low

Present practice of cutting large acreages of corn for

fodder should be cut to a minimum, and hay fed more exten-

sively. These fields of corn that could be left to be shucked

off the stock by hand would greatly add to the pheasant'w win-

ter cover and food. The standing stocks would also provide

protection to the herbaceous plants.

Haying practices should be altered. Especially in alfal-

fa, flushing bars should be used entirely. All possible

trouble should be taken to locate nests and then leave suffi-

cient standing hay to properly conceal and protect the nest.

The grazing of marshes should be cut to a minimum in num-

ber, and those grazed should be- cut to a minimum of grazing.

Also the grazing of woodlots should be eliminated both from

the standpoint of timber production and cover for wildlife.

This would greatly add to the amount of pivot cover.

The clearing and burning of fence rows should be eliminated.

All fence rows shopld be allowed to grow wild and also be en-

couraged to do so. This will greatly aid the pivot cover by pro-

viding travel lanes for birds and connect all pivot cover and

good areas.

Ideal Field Arrangements

The factor the author has under control for recommenda-

tions in this study is one of field arrangement.
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Since Ann Arbor 24, Lodi 10, Scio 28, Scio 33, Pitts-

field 15, and Pittsfield 22 are quite level in topography,

the author has considered these six sections to show how field

arrangements can be made to aid the pheasant on level terrain.

Pages 113 to 118. Each farm was considered an independent en-

terprise in the arrangement. The pivot cover of all the en-

tire section and surrounding sections were used as a unit, to

tie all fields to them.

Sharon 1, 2, b, 1 0, 11, 12 contained more rolling terrain;

so they were used to show the effect of contour stripping upon

the pheasant population. Page 119. Each farm was considered a

separate enterprise here also, but contours were followed to

show the result of crop connections to permanent cover.

Besides these six sections having more contacts to pivot

cover, the strips in themselves provide travel lanes to food

areas. This was not taken into consideration in determining

the increased percentages of additional corn food areas adja-

cent to pivot cover.

Table XVI, page 120 shows the percentages of corn and the

number of corn units adjacent to pivot cover by years before

and after recommendations. It will be found that the per-

centage of increase of number of corn units adjacent to pivot

cover after recommendations varies from 26,to 242%. It
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averages 92% for the twelve sections. It will be found that

greater increase is on the sections receiving contour strip

cropping. This is mainly due to longer and narrower crop

units, thus creating more contacts at each end, and more

strips in the same width of terrian. Another important con-

sideration is that since the terrain is more rolling, and the

soil type less fertile, more pivot cover is found on these six

sections.

The number of contacts to food units rose mainly in some

cases due to pivot cover found at each end of the strip. This

provided two contacts instead of the usual one when this par-

ticular strip is in corn.

Thus on the whole the corn units adjacent to pivot covers

on the twelve sections were raised 92%, or not quite doubled,

due to new field arrangement.

Pages 113-119 will show the new field arrangements and

their relation to pivot cover, also showing the distribution

of corn units year after year.

Some fields were not planned since permanent cover of

sufficient amounts was not adjacent to the areas.

The item of expenses in the arrangement of fields should

be considered in determining the practibility of the above recom-

mendations. Two farms of average size, with average amounts of

fences to remove. Mr. Webb's farm in Section 22, Pittsfield
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Township is considered as to cost of removing fences.

1100 ft. of fence to remove and grubbing of brush is estimated

at:

1 man day at $3.00 $3.00

2 tractor hours at 1l per hour 2.00

Total $5.00

This fence row is very light, and the fence has given

its best service. The acreage of the farm is 110 acres.

Mr. Yadley's farm, 110 acres in size, located in section

X, Lodi Township isalso considered.

1,050 feet of fence to remove and grubbing of brush is.

estimated at:

1 man day at $3.00 $3.00.

1 tractor hour at $1 per hour 1.00

Total X4.00

This fence row contains small brush and can easily be plowed

with a tractor plow in regular plowing. The tractor hour is

due to the removal of a couple of small trees in the fence row.

A few of the forms require no removal of fences while

some farms may run as high as $25.

Conclusions

Present Rotations and Field Arrangement

Southern Michigan, situated in the. farming belt of United

States, has a rotation typical of the farming belt. Since corn,
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wheat, oats, and hay are the main crops, a six year rotation

is largely used. Corn, oats, and wheat appears one year.in

the rotation and hay appears three years. Another six year

rotation, not greatly used, contains corn for two years in

its rotation, oats and wheat one year, and hay two years.

This rotation appears mainly on livestock farms. Oats follows

corn, then wheat, and hay for three years, thus completing the

rotation.

Field arrangement in Southern Michigan follow one general

pattern, or that of rectangles or rectangles approaching squares.

The consideration used when the arrangement was made was the

number of fields and closeness to buildings. When fields could

no longer be reached directly from the buildings a lane was-

built to facilitate travel to and from the back fields.

The size of a field usually varies with the size of the

farm. Large farms usually have large fields, thus vice versa.

The field size varies from a few acres to 35 to 40 acres in

size.

Rotated Crop Percentage

Rotated crops ranged from 19.2% to 78.5% or averaged 53.3%

for the twelve sections. Corn ranked first, with 21.7% of

rotated acreage or 1.5% of the entire land area. Oats com-

posed 17.9% of the rotated acreage or 9.4% of the entire land

area. Wheat composed 12.1% of the rotated acreage or 6.4% of

the entire land area. Barley and rye composed 1.4% the rotated

acreage or 0.8% of the entire land area.
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The six hay types, cbver and alfalfa, and timothy and

alfalfa composed 42.9% of the rotated area, or 22.9% of the

entire land area. The miscellaneous rotated crops, compris-

ing soybeans, rape, sorghum, sweet clover, sudan grass, gar-

den',and fallow land, composed only 4.7% of the entire rotated

acreage or 2.5% of the entire land area.

Non-rotated Crop Percentages

The -non-rotated crop percentages ranged from 21.2% to

80.8% of the cover by sections. Non-rotated cover includes

marsh, timber, blue grass, brush, farmyard, orchard, and gravel

pit. Marsh cover ranked first, ranging from 1.3% or an aver-

age of 13% of the entire land area. Blue grass pasture was

second, ranging from 2.3% to 43.4%, or an average of 11.8% of

the entire land area. Timber having sufficient underbrush to

conceal the pheasant ranked next. It ranked from 2.1% to

15.6%, or an average of 8.9% of the entire land area. Timber

not having sufficient pnderbrush to conceal the pheasant was

next. It ranged from 1.1% to 13.8%, or an average of 7.9% of

the entire land area. Brush type was next, ranging from none

to 8.4%, or an average of 2.9% of the entire land area. The

remaining land area, being 2.9%, was given over to barnyards,

orchards and gravel pits.

Cropping Practices

Cropping practices are typical of the agricultural belt.

Wheat being considered the cash crop, while the other crops

are sold extensively.
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Corn is fed mainly to livestock, and this effects the

cropping practice. Since the present acreage of hay is not

sufficient to meet the demands of livestock, corn is cut for

fodder. This reduces the amount of cover and food for the

pheasant. If the weed growth has been checked either by ex-

tensive cultivation or dry weather, cornfield will rate nil

as cover.

Cornfields are checked closely to ascertain the minimum

amount of waste or loss of ear corn. The shocks are usually

shucked or removed from the field before the food situation

generally becomes critical for the pheasant.

The small grains are either cut by binder, shocked, and

threshed by a separator, or harvested with a combine. Waste

grain is left by either the binder or ccombine. Better and

more cover is left by the combine and less disturbance to the

pheasant since the operation is a single one.

Also, nesting will- have a higher chance for success, due to

the later period of cutting.

Hay making is a great hindrance to pheasant nesting. A

large percentage of nests are destroyed or hens leave their

nests due to the cutting machine. On most farms the nests are

moved over, thus destroying it or even crippling the hen. Al-

falfa causes the greatest losses due to earlier period of cutting

and number of times of cutting.
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Farm Operations

The farm operations have their effect upon the pheasant.

Most of them bear their effect through cover. Hay-making, cul-

tivating, harvesting, plowing, pasturing, fencing, weed burn-

ing, and brush cutting all effect the cover for the pheasant

and have harmful effects. Seeding, cultivating, harvesting,

plowing, hauling manure, and threshing effect the food situ-

ation of the pheasant. Many of these operations favor the food

supply, while others are harmful. Cultivating, harvesting and

hauling manure aid the pheasant, while harvesting and culti-

vating may be harmful and usually is. Brush cutting and wood-

cutting usually produce their effects by molestation.

Reason for Present Pheasant Population and Possible Increase

The pheasant population of Southern Michigan is about

average with other sections of the country. The land is cap-

able of producing a higher population if the cropping prac-

tices, and field arrangements were changed. A spring pheasant

population of 13.4 birds per section is entirely too low, and

this could be increased if fence rows were not kept clean,

marshes not pastured, woodlots ungrazed, brushy areas en-

couraged and field arrangement changed. Section 24 of Ann

Arbor Township has a breeding population of thirty some hens,

and many young birds were observed on the section in August of

1941. Section 24 of Ann Arbor Township does not have a high

population, but ungrazed and protected marshes of this section

will show the possibilities.
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Summ ary

1. Crop rotations are generally practised. throughout the

eastern half of the United States, and that the North

Central States are the leaders.

2. Field arrangement was mainly done during the settlement

of the country,and changes were made as farming conditions

changed.

3. The percentage of each crop remains fairly constant year

after year.

4. Southern Michigan is quite well suited for pheasant produc-

tion, but changes in field arrangement,cropping practices,

and care of permanent cover will have to be made to create

a bigger pheasant supply for the hunter.

5. Natural features such as marshes, woodlands, brush and herbace-

ous areas are a great aid in pheasant production.

6. Corn is the principal food of the pheasant, and in some

cases it is the limiting factor while in other cases lack

of cover and communication lanod are the limiting factors.

7. Fields can be so arranged to present the phessant with al-

most twice the suitable area for its life equation. Further

increase of pheasant populations would be gained by better

cropping practices and care of permanent cover.

8. Present rotations are not hindrances but an aid to pheasant

production.

9. Combining of small grains is an aid to pheasant production

through the result that the stubble is higher, creating
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better cover; also waste grain is generally increased due

to more straw broken stems.

10. Present practice of cutting corn for shredding for live-

stock is poor pheasant management; a higher percent of

corn should be hand shucked from standing stocks.

11. More than 145 acres, average per section, is in hayland,

providing a large nesting area per section.

12. New field arrangements are good for soil conserving prac-

tiees and farm practises and does not raise the production

cost per crop unit.
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